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subjected! to! low!positive! temperatures! for! several! days!prior! to! freezing.! This! brief! period!of! low!
temperature!is!known!as!cold!acclimation!and!results!in!the!activation!of!a!number!of!pathways!that!
bring! about! physical! and! biochemical! changes! necessary! to! withstand! freezing! stress.! However,!
when! the! sensitive! to! freezing! (sfr)! mutants! are! subjected! to! temperatures! that! would! promote!
acclimation! in!wild! type!plants,! they! fail! to!become!more! freezingTtolerant.! This! suggests! that! the!
mutation!lies!in!a!gene!intrinsic!to!the!acclimation!process.!!
!
The! sensitive! to! freezing! mutants! were! discovered! as! part! of! an! ethyl! methanesulfonate! (EMS)!
chemical! mutagenesis! screen,! which! induces! single! nucleotide! polymorphisms! (SNPs)! into! the!
genome.!As!a!result,! for!each!mutant!the!deficiency! in! freezing!tolerance! is!caused!by!a!SNP! in!an!
unknown!gene.!sfr4,!sfr5,!sfr8!and!sfr9'were!the! focus!of! this! investigation.!Mapping! intervals!had!
been! previously! determined! for! each! of! the! four' sfr! mutants! using! classical! recombinationTbased!




against! the! TAIR! 10! Arabidopsis! genome.! Using! the! Integrative! Genomics! Viewer! software,! the!
mapping!interval!was!scanned!and!all!SNPs!of!interest!were!recorded.!Additionally,!a!command!lineT
based!method!of! identifying!SNPs!was!also!applied! to! the!sequencing!data!by!collaborators!at! the!
University!of!Liverpool.!SNPs!found!by!both!methods!were!verified!to!exist!in!the!DNA!of!the!mutant!
they! corresponded! to! via! direct! DNA! sequencing.! This! provided! a! number! of! candidate! genes! for!
each! sfr'mutant! line.! TTDNA! insertional!mutants!were!obtained! for!each!of! the!genes! in!question,!




work! prior! to! the! investigation.! At! the! end! of! this! investigation,! several! candidates! remained! as!
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20°C! (Larcher!1994).!When!even!chilling! temperatures!are!able! to!cause!damage! to!crops!
(Hetherington! et! al.! 1989),! freezing! temperatures! will! seriously! limit! the! area! in! which!
certain!plants!can!be!cultivated.!!
!
Tolerance!of! frost! is!extremely! important! to!many!crop!species! such!as!Triticum!aestivum!
(winter!wheat),!however!in!recent!years!climate!change!has!resulted!in!frosts!in!areas!of!the!
world!where!this!would!not!normally!be!expected,!causing!damage!to!crops!that!would!not!
usually! experience! such! low! temperatures! (Gu! et! al.! 2008,! Warmund! et! al.! 2008).!




The!degree! to!which!different!plant! species! can! tolerate! low! temperatures! varies! greatly.!
Some!plants!are!unable!to!tolerate!low!positive!temperatures,!and!temperatures!between!
10°C!and!12°C!can!cause!damage!to!them!(Levitt!1980).!These!plants!are!known!as!chilling!
sensitive! and!are!usually! either!native! tropical! plants,! or! annuals,! such!as! rice! and!maize,!
which! undergo! only! one! breeding! season.! Plants! that! can! withstand! low! positive!
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temperatures! are! known! as! chilling! resistant,! and! can! be! subVdivided! into! two! further!
categories;! freezing! sensitive! and! freezing! tolerant.! Freezing! sensitive! plants! die! when!
subjected!to!temperatures!below!0°C!regardless!of!any!other!conditions.!Freezing!tolerant!
species!are!able!to!survive!subVzero!temperatures;!some!species!have!constitutively!active!
defences! whereas! others! have! defences! that! first! need! to! be! activated.! This! activation!
process! is! known! as! cold! acclimation.! In! Arabidopsis! thaliana! (hereafter! referred! to! as!
Arabidopsis),! it!has!been!suggested!that!over!1000!genes!are! induced!by!cold!(Kilian!et!al.!
2007),!and!of!these!more!than!170!encode!transcription!factors,!however!some!estimates!
are!much!higher! (Hannah! et! al.! 2005).! Some! transcription! factors! are! known! to! control! a!
wide!range!of!genes;!the!most!prominent!example!being!the!CVrepeat!binding!factor!(CBF)!
transcription!factors!(Stockinger!et!al.!1997,!JagloVOttosen!et!al.!1998,!Medina!et!al.!1999),!




There! are! various! ways! in! which! plants! are! damaged! when! exposed! to! freezing!
temperatures.! !Woody!species!are!particularly!prone! to!embolisms! in! the!xylem,! in!which!
gas! bubbles! are! forced! out! of! solution! when! freezing! occurs! (Sperry! and! Sullivan! 1992).!




cellular! damage!which! can! lead! to! cell! rupture! (Ristic! and! Ashworth! 1993,!Uemura! et! al.!
1995).! However,! it! has! been! recognised! for! over! 100! years,! that! injury! to! the! plant! cell!
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membranes!has! the!most! severe!effect!on!plant! survival!of! freezing,! and! that! the!plasma!
membranes!are!most!damaged!by!cellular!dehydration!(Levitt!1980).!!
!
The! intercellular! fluid! of! plant! cells! has! a! much! lower! solute! concentration! than! the!
intracellular!fluid,!and!as!a!result,!freezes!at!a!higher!temperature.!Due!to!this!formation!of!
ice! outside! the! cells,! the! water! potential! of! the! extracellular! space! is! reduced,! and! this!
results! in! water! being! drawn! out! from! the! cytosol,! down! the! concentration! gradient!
(Uemura! and! Steponkus! 1989).! Due! to! these! differences! in! water! potential! across! the!
plasma!membrane,!damage!can!occur.!It!is!this!dehydration!damage!which!draws!parallels!
between! freezing! and! drought! stress,! and! the! positive! responses! of! plants! to! mediate!







cells.! In!protoplasts!the!cell!wall! is!absent,!which!presents!an!obvious!limitation;!it! is!quite!
likely!that!the!cell!wall!will!provide!the!plasma!membrane!with!protection!from!ice!crystal!
formation,! and! without! the! cell! wall! the! damage! protoplasts! experience! may! be! more!
severe!(Minami!et!al.!2009).!
!




known!as! ‘ExpansionVinduced! lysis’! (Webb!et!al.!1994,!Uemura!and!Steponkus!2003).!This!
type!of!damage! is!only! seen! in!nonVacclimated!protoplasts.! The!electrolytes! that! leak!out!





in! Arabidopsis! (Uemura! et! al.! 1995)! and! is! characterised! by! plasma! membrane!
destabilisation,! causing!membrane! lipids! to! aggregate! together! forming! tubes! within! the!
membrane,!known!as!the!‘Hexagonal!II!Phase’.!This!occurs!when!two!membranes!are!close!





There! is! one! type! of! lesion,! similar! to! ‘Hexagonal! II! Phase’,! which! is! found! exclusively! in!
acclimated! protoplasts;! the! ‘Fracture! Jump’! lesion.!While! ‘Hexagonal! II! Phase’! lesions! are!
never!seen!in!acclimated!protoplasts,!these!lesions!are!(Uemura!et!al.!1995).!The!‘Fracture!
Jump’! lesion!occurs!when!protoplasts! (taken! from!acclimated!plants)! are! frozen! to! V25°C,!



















exposure!to!cold.! !A!higher!number!of!double!bonds! in!a!fatty!acid!chain! increase!fluidity;!
these!chains!are!unsaturated!with!hydrogens!and!as!a!result!do!not!tessellate!as!readily!as!
more! saturated! chains! (which! display! a! lower! number! of! double! bonds);! as! a! result! a!
membrane!made!up!predominantly!of!unsaturated!chains!requires!less!heat!to!remain!fluid!
(Mironov!et!al.!2012).!Some!of!the!enzymes!involved!in!making!membranes!more!tolerant!




It!has!been!shown!that!after!as! little!as!six!hours!of!cold!acclimation,! increases! in!freezing!
tolerance!are!evident!before!changes!in!the!plasma!membrane!structure!can!be!seen!(Ristic!
and! Ashworth! 1993,! Uemura! et! al.! 1995,! Wanner! and! Junttila! 1999).! Storage! lipids,!
specifically! longVchain!unsaturated! triacylglycerides!are!greatly!accumulated! in! the!plasma!
membrane!during!cold!acclimation,!providing!another!aspect!of!protection!(Degenkolbe!et!
al.! 2012).! The! changes! that! occur! within! the! cellular!membranes! can! be! so! specific! that!
certain!lipids!can!be!used!as!a!marker!for!increased!freezing!tolerance.!If!a!plant!has!a!higher!
proportion!of!these!lipids!it!will!have!a!higher!tolerance!to!freezing!(Degenkolbe!et!al.!2012).!
In! the! chloroplast! envelope! it! has! been! shown! that! acclimation! results! in! changes! in! the!
activity! or! expression! of! enzymes! that! result! in! altered! membrane! composition.! These!
enzymes! alter! the! chemical! groups! attached! to!membrane! lipids,! and! have! the! effect! of!
creating! lipids! that! are! more! amenable! to! forming! a! bilayer.! This! prevents! nonVbilayer!
structures!such!as!‘Hexagonal!II!phase’!(section!1.2)!from!forming,!which!would!result!in!and!
a!loss!of!membrane!integrity.!SFR2!(discussed!in!detail!in!section!1.10.1)!is!one!such!enzyme!
(Moellering! et! al.! 2010).! However,! these! defences! alone! do! not! do! enough! to! keep!
membranes!functional!and!extra!mechanisms!must!be!in!place.!!
!




2004).! The! eskimo! 1! (esk1)!mutant,! a! constitutively! active! freezing! mutant,! accumulates!





freezing! tolerance!deficiency! (Uemura!and!Steponkus!2003).!There!are!several! theories! to!
explain!the!mechanism!by!which!sucrose!may!protect!plant!cells!from!freezing!damage;!one!
such!method! could! be! to! prevent! the! dehydration! caused! by! freezing! stress,! by! keeping!
water!molecules!within!the!cell!(Steponkus!1984)!thereby!potentially!promoting!membrane!
stability!(Lineberger!and!Steponkus!1980).!It!may!also!act!as!a!cryoVprotectant!for!enzymes!
(Carpenter! et! al.! 1986).! It! has! been! shown! that! sucrose,! along! with! trehalose,! a!
disaccharide,! is! extremely! effective! at! providing! protection! for! the! membranes!
(Anchordoguy! et! al.! 1987).! Increased! levels! of! trehalose! have! been! shown! to! increase!
drought!tolerance!in!rice,!thus!highlighting!the!potential!importance!of!trehalose!and!other!
soluble!sugars! in!the!protection!of!cells!against!the!desiccation!that!occurs!during!freezing!
(Garg!et!al.! 2002).! !However,! as!with! the!majority!of!plant!defences! against! freezing,! the!
ability!to!accumulate!soluble!sugars!alone!does!not!lead!to!freezing!tolerance;!the!majority!




anthocyanin! accumulation!when! subjected! to! cold! acclimation! (McKown!et! al.! 1996),! the!




acclimation,! it! has! been! suggested! that! the! anthocyanin! biosynthesis! pathway!may! share!
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accumulate! as! part! of! cold! acclimation,! and! protect! plants! from! damage! when! freezing!
occurs!(Close!2006).!Dehydrins!are!hydrophilic!and!thermostable,!and!it!has!been!suggested!
that!they!protect!cells!from!dehydration!(like!compatible!solutes)!by!adding!stability!to!the!
plasma! membrane.! It! has! been! suggested! that! they! essentially! act! as! a! surfactant! by!
preventing! coagulation!of!membrane! structures! (Ismail! et! al.! 1999).! In!Arabidopsis,! it! has!
been!shown!that!LowVTemperatureVInduced!30!(LTI30)!and!ColdVRegulated!47!(COR47)!are!
dehydrins! that! accumulate! specifically! in! response! to! cold! temperature! (Nylander! et! al.!
2001),! suggesting! that! their! roles! are!not! simply! specific! to! the!dehydration!pathway!and!
that!they!are!likely!to!play!a!role!in!cold!tolerance.!
!
Altered! gene! expression! (when! measured! as! changes! to! levels! of! mRNA! transcript! and!
altered! enzyme! activity)! can! be! seen!within! a! few! hours! of! cold! conditions! (Wanner! and!
Junttila!1999),!however!longerVterm!changes!to!safeguard!the!plant!against!freezing!damage!








Cold! acclimation! occurs!when! a! plant! has! spent! a! period! of! time! (days! or!weeks)! at! low!
positive!temperatures,!accepted!to!be!around!5°C.!In!nature!it!corresponds!to!late!autumn,!
allowing!plants!to!prepare!for!subVzero!winter!temperatures.!This!warning!period!allows!it!





required! for! complete! cold! acclimation! to! occur! (Guy! et! al.! 1987).! Acclimation! does! not!
result!in!permanent!protection!from!freezing;!even!when!freezing!tolerance!has!previously!
been! activated! in! a! plant! it! is! lost! after! one! to! two! days! of! exposure! to! warmer!




A! large! number! of! the! genes! involved! in! the! early! stages! of! cold! acclimation! are!
transcription!factors,!and!the!discovery!of!the!CBFs!uncovered!one!of!the!major!regulators!







However,! not! all! of! the! changes! that! occur! during! acclimation! rely! on! changes! in! the!
expression!of!genes;!as!previously!mentioned!there!are!a!number!of!physical!changes!that!
occur! in! the!membranes! that! alter! their! structure!and! composition!and!negate! the!water!













a! temperature!drop! (Levitt! 1980).! In!wild! type!Arabidopsis,! at! ambient! temperatures,! the!
cellular! membranes! are! fluid.! However,! when! temperatures! decrease,! the! phospholipids!
within!the!membrane!reVarrange!their!structure,!to!become!less!saturated,!and!as!a!result!
the! membranes! become! more! rigid! (Alonso! et! al.! 1997).! The! Arabidopsis! fatty! acid!
desaturase!mutant!(fad2)!displays!membrane!rigidification!at!a!higher!temperature!than!the!
wild! type!plant,! and! lacks! an!enzyme!essential! for! the! synthesis!of! polyunsaturated! lipids!
(Okuley! et! al.! 1994).! A! combination! of! chemical! treatments! promoting! membrane!
rigidification!and!blocking! cytoskeletal! rearrangement,! allows!Cold!AcclimationVSpecific!30!
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(CAS30)! transcript! accumulation.! If! membrane! rigidifcation! is! blocked,! accumilation! of!
CAS30!is!not!seen.!(Örvar!et!al.!2000).!!
!
A!rapid!calcium! influx! is!seen!early! in!response!to!cold! in!Arabidopsis! (Knight!et!al.!1996),!
and!calcium!has!been!shown!to!be!an!important!secondary!messenger!for!the!activation!of!
some,!if!not!all,!cold!upVregulated!genes,!and!has!also!been!shown!to!be!required!for!cold!
acclimation! (Tahtiharju! et! al.! 1997).! It! has! been! suggested! that! cytoskeletal! changes!may!
lead! to! the! opening! of! calcium! channels,! allowing! calcium! to! move! into! the! cell! from!
extracellular! stores.! When! chemical! inhibitors! were! used! to! block! cytoskeletal!
rearrangement,!this!resulted!in!reduced!cold!gene!expression!(Örvar!et!al.!2000).!!As!of!yet,!





One! proposed! link! between! the! increase! in! calcium! and! gene! expression! is! a! series! of!




cannot!proceed!without! it! (Yang!et!al.!2010).!There! is!also!evidence!of!calciumVdependent!







cold! conditions! its! major! target! is! mitogenVactivated! protein! kinase! 4! (MAPK4).!





Three!CBF!transcription!factors!have!been! identified! in!Arabidopsis!as!being! important! for!






and! as! a! result! will! bring! about! a! number! of! transcriptome! changes! in! response! to! cold!
(Hannah!et!al.!2005).!
!
CBF! transcription! factors! act! by! binding! to! the! CRT! (CVRepeat);! a! sequence! with! a! core!
repetition! of! the! bases! 5’VCCGACV3’! that! is! found! in! the! promoter! region! of! COR! (coldV







base! repeat! of! 5’VTACCGACATV‘3.! The! DRE! is! found! in! the! promoters! of! genes! that! are!
activated! in!drought!conditions! (YamaguchiVShinozaki!and!Shinozaki!1994).!The!CBF! family!
are! also! known! as! the! DehydrationVResponseVElementVBinding! 1! (DREB1)! family,! and! the!
CBFs/DREB1s! are! activated! in! response! to! cold.! Another! family! of! DREB! proteins,! the!
DREB2s!are!activated!by!highVsalinity!and!drought!stresses!(Liu!et!al.!1998,!Nakashima!et!al.!
2000)! and! these! bind! to! the!DRE.! It! has! been! suggested! that! there! is! crossVtalk! between!





drought,!and! is! specific! to! cold! temperatures! (JagloVOttosen! et!al.! 1998).! Induction!of! the!
CBF! genes! has! been! seen! to! occur! less! than! fifteen! minutes! after! exposure! to! 4°C! in!
Arabidopsis! (JagloVOttosen! et! al.! 1998),! with! the! induction! of! target! genes! of! CBF!
transcription! factors! occurring! two! to! three! hours! after! transfer! to! cold! conditions.!
Experiments!have!shown!that!the!expression!of!single!COR!genes,!such!as!COR15a,!do!not!
bring!about!enhanced! freezing! tolerance.!This!suggests! that! these!CBFs!control!a!complex!
regulatory!pathway! to!bring!about! freezing! tolerance.!Regulation!of! the!CBFs! is!obviously!
controlled! as! overexpression! CBF1! has! an! adverse! effect! on! the! health! of! the! plant;! it! is!
dwarfed,! has! low! seed! set,! and! is! late! flowering! (JagloVOttosen! et! al.! 1998,! Kasuga! et! al.!
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1999).) CBF1! and! CBF3! function! additively,! whereas! CBF2! acts! differently! (Novillo! et! al.!
2007).!The!cbf2!null!mutant! results! in! increased!expression!of!CBF1!and!CBF3,!and!of! the!
genes!downstream!from!them,!suggesting! the!CBF2! itself!plays!a!part! in! the!regulation!of!
the!other!CBFs.!The!cbf2!null!mutant!shows!increased!freezing!tolerance!(Catalá!et!al.!2011).!
Recent!work!has!shown!that!CBF2!is!subjected!to!both!positive!and!negative!regulation.!Five!
Altered! CBF2! Expression! (acex)! mutants! which! were! neither! allelic! to! one! another,! nor!
constitutively!active,!were!all!seen!to!have!altered!expression!of!the!CBFs,!with!one!mutant!
displaying! only! reduced! CBF2! expression! and! the! remaining! four! displaying! reduced!
expression!of!all!CBFs!(Novillo!et!al.!2012).!The!mutants!which!display!reduced!expression!of!




Due! to! the! fast! induction! of! CBF! gene! expression! in! response! to! cold! temperatures,! it!
seemed!likely!that!some!factor!must!be!present!in!cells!at!ambient!temperatures,!ready!to!
activate!CBF! transcription.! ! In!1998,!Gilmour!et!al.!proposed! the!existence!of!gene,!which!
they!named! Inducer!of!CBF!Expression! (ICE)! that!was!responsible! for! the!activation!of! the!
CBF!genes.!!Two!ICE!proteins!have!been!identified,!named!ICE1!and!ICE2!(Chinnusamy!et!al.!
2003,! Fursova! et! al.! 2009).! ICE1! was! found! via! the! screening! of! an! EMSVmutagenised!
transgenic! population! of! Arabidopsis! plants,! expressing! a! fusion! of! the! firefly! luciferase!
reporter! gene! to! the! promoter! of! CBF3,! resulting! in! the! photoluminescence! of! plants! in!
response! to! cold! temperatures;! ice1! mutants! were! easily! distinguishable! by! their! lack! of!











increased! induction! of! both! CBFs! and! of! downstream! coldVinduced! genes! under! cold!
conditions.!HOS1!shows!homology!to!a!RINGVfinger!protein;!many!of!these!proteins!act!as!








ABA! is!a!phytohormone! that! is! involved! in!a!number!of! responses! to!abiotic! stress;! it!has!
been! suggested! that! it! may! mediate! all! environmental! responses! (Chen! et! al.! 1983).! An!
increase! in! ABA! results! in! a! number! of! physical! changes! to! plant! tissue,! including! the!
inhibition!of!growth!and!stomatal!closure!to!reduce!transpiration!(Seo!and!Koshiba!2002).!
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1994).! Both! drought! and! freezing! stress! have! been! shown! to! lead! to! an! increase! in! the!
cellular!concentration!of!ABA!(Mantyla!et!al.!1995).!
!
The! ABA! deficient!mutant,!abaM1,! is! unable! to! produce! ABA,! and! ABAVinsensitive!mutant!
(abi1),! which! can! manufacture! but! not! respond! to! ABA,! both! display! reduced! freezing!
tolerance!(Gilmour!and!Thomashow!1991),!which!suggests!that!ABA!does!have!a!role!in!the!








acclimation! is! said! to! require! the! activation! of! the! ABA! response! element! (ABRE),! a! cisM
element! found! in! the! promoter! of! certain! genes! (Guiltinan! et! al.! 1990).! AREBS! (ABAV




The# ABA)independent# pathway# for# cold# acclimation# was# previously# defined# as# being#
mediated# by# the# CBFs.# Certain# COR# gene# promoters# have# been# found# to# contain# ABREs,#
including#COR15a# (Baker' et' al.# 1994),# Low)Temperature# Induced# 78# (LTI78)# (Nordin' et' al.#
1993)# and# Protein# Kinase# 2# (KIN2)# (Kurkela# and# Franck# 1990).# It# was# thought# that# these#
could# be# activated# by# ABA# without# the# input# of# the# CBFs.# However,# it# has# since# been#
discovered#that#ABA#can#activate#the#CRT#and#this#may#occur#via#CBF173#(Knight'et'al.#2004).#







Arabidopsis# and# other# species;# however,# there# is# a# much# lower# level# of# knowledge#
concerning#how#each#individual#component#links#to#another.#In#figure#1.1.#both#the#known#




Figure' 1.1.' Theorised' pathway' of' cold' acclimation.' Solid' lines' represent' confirmed' interactions;'
dotted'lines'represent'theories'that'have'not'been'biologically'proven.'Cold'temperature'is'sensed'
by' the' membrane,' which' destabilises' the' cytoskeleton.' This' feeds' back' to' the' membrane' and'
results' in' the' opening' of' calcium' channels.' Calcium' enters' the' cell' and' this' activates' a' MAPK'
cascade.'How'the'cascade'affects'other'aspects'of'the'pathway'currently'remains'unclear,'but' it'
may'link'to'SIZ1.'Sumoylation'of'ICE1'by'SIZ1'allows'ICE1'to'activate'the'CBF'genes'(via'the'ICE1H
BOX),' which' then' brings' about' activation' of' COR' genes,' and' with' them,' tolerance' to' freezing.'
When' ICE1' is' not' required' it' is' ubiquitinated' by'HOS1' and' degraded.' ABA' has' been' shown' to'
weakly' induce'expression'of'the'CBFs,'but'also' regulates'freezing'tolerance' independently'of' the'
CBFs.'However,'it'is'important'to'note'that'alongside'gene'expression,'there'are'other'occurrences'








present# in# response# to# drought# (their# role# in# freezing# has# been# discussed# previously)# to#
protect#cells#from#desiccation#(Beck!et!al.#2007).#
#
An# increase# in# the# level# of# cytosolic# calcium# is# seen# for# drought,# high# salinity# and# cold#
(Knight#1999),#similarly,#the#CDPKs#previously#mentioned#have#also#been#seen#to#be#involved#





Certain# genes# contain# the# ABRE# and# the# CRT/DRE,# an# example# of# which,# is# the# gene#
Responsive# to# Desiccation# 29a# (RD29a,# also# known# as# LTI78),# proving# that# certain# stress#
genes# can#be#activated#via#different#pathways,# in# the# case#of# this# gene,# cold#drought#and#
high#salinity#(Yamaguchi>Shinozaki#and#Shinozaki#1994,#Narusaka!et!al.#2003).#The#induction#
of# one# gene# in# response# to# a# variety# of# stresses# would# indicate# that# plants# mediate# the#
damage#caused#by#those#stresses,#to#some#extent,#in#the#same#way.#In#nature#one#stress#is#








The# original# 1/7# sfr$mutants#were# isolated# from#a# population# that# had# been# subjected# to#
ethymethylsulfamate# (EMS)# chemical# mutagenesis# (James# and# Dooner# 1990).# The# sfr#
mutants#were#distinguished#by#the#way#of#a#cold#acclimation#screen;#when#acclimation#had#
taken#place,#the#sfr$mutants#showed#different# levels#of#freezing#tolerance#when#compared#













than! the! noted! sensitivity! to! freezing! postTacclimation,! there! seem! to! be! no! pleiotropic!
effects!of!the!mutations!(McKown'et'al.!1996).!Experimental!data!has!shown!that!sfr4!does!
not! accumulate! sucrose,! glucose! or! anthocyanin! to! the! extent! that!wild! type! Arabidopsis!
does!in!response!to!cold!acclimation!(McKown'et'al.!1996).!A!causal!relationship!has!been!
demonstrated! between! the! reduced! sugar! content! of! the!mutant! and! its! lack! of! freezing!
tolerance;! supplementing! the! plant! with! sucrose! results! in! the! restoration! of! freezing!










shown!to!restore! freezing!tolerance.!Two!genes!were! found! in!this! region,!and!as!a!result!
these!were!sequenced,!with!a!SNP!being!identified!in!one!of!the!genes;!a!G!to!A!transition!





The! SFR2! protein! was! initially! thought! to! be! a! constitutively! expressed! βTglucosidase!
(Thorlby'et'al.!2004),!however!this!description!was!later!altered!to!a!galactolipid:galactolipid!
galactosyltransferase!(Moellering'et'al.!2010).!!βTglucuronidase!(GUS)!staining!localised!SFR2!
to!predominantly!green!tissues,!and! further!work!has!proven!that! it! localises! to! the!outer!
membrane! of! the! chloroplast! via! the! use! of! green! fluorescent! protein! tagging! and! light!
microscopy,!particularly! in! stomatal! guard! cells! (Fourrier' et' al.! 2008).! The!NTterminus!has!
been! proven! to! be! responsible! for! targeting! SFR2! to! the! outer! chloroplast! membrane.!
Immunoblotting!was!used!to!confirm!that!the!CTterminus!of!the!protein!is!located!across!the!
membrane.! !Whilst! the! gene! responsible! for! the! sfr2'mutation! has! been! discovered,! the!











the!mutation! to! a! fine! resolution,! ! however! this! region! contained! few! genes;! those! that!
were!pseudogenes!or!transposable!element!genes!were!discarded!(Amid'et'al.!2012).!TTDNA!

















Identified! in! the! same! freezing! tolerance! screen! as! sfr2! and! sfr3,! sfr6! appeared! to! be!
somewhat!different!from!the!other!sfr!mutants,!with!distinguishable!yellow!leaves!(McKown'
et' al.! 1996).! Unlike! the! other! members! of! this! screen! it! was! shown! that! COR! gene!
expression!was! reduced;! this!was! proven!both!by!RNA!blot! analysis! and!quantitative! real!
time! PCR! (qRTTPCR).! It! was! also! proven! that! this! reduction! in' COR! gene! expression!
(specifically! protein! kinase! 1! [KIN1])! was! linked! to! the! phenotype.! The! reduced! gene!
expression,! like! the! phenotype,! was! also! found! to! be! recessive! (Knight' et' al.! 1999).! The!
defect!in!COR!gene!expression!was!found!to!occur!downstream!of!CBF!transcription!factor!





The!gene!responsible! for! the!sfr6'mutation!was! identified!by!a!combination!of! techniques!
(Knight'et'al.!2009)!A!mapping!population!crossed!with!Landsberg!erecta! (Ler)!and!coarse!
classical!mapping!mapped!the!mutation!to!a!44Mbp!interval!on!chromosome!IV,!however,!it!
was! found! to!be! close! to! the! centromere!which! can! cause!problems!due! to! low! levels! of!









SFR6! was! identified! as! the! subunit! Mediator16! (MED16)! of! the! Mediator! complex,! a!
transcriptional! coTactivator! (Bäckström' et' al.! 2007).! In! eukaryotic! organisms,! Mediator!
forms!a!bridge!between!a! transcription! factor!and!RNA!polymerase! II,!bringing!positive!or!
negative! regulation! of! gene! expression,! depending! upon! the! stimulus! (Conaway! and!
Conaway! 2011).! The! ideas! of! SFR6! being! part! of! a! transcriptional! regulatory! complex!





The! aim! of! the! work! was! to! build! upon! the! knowledge! gleaned! from! the! successful!
identification!of! sfr2,! sfr3! and' sfr6;! I!wished! to! find! the!gene! responsible! for! the! reduced!
freezing! tolerance! in! the!mutants! sfr4,! sfr5,! sfr8! and! sfr9.! The! advent! of! next! generation!
sequencing! technologies! presented! the! opportunity! to! sequence! entire! genomes! with!
relative! ease.! Compared! to! conventional! mapping! and! crossing! techniques,! this! vastly!
reduces!the!amount!of!time!required!to!search!for!the!SNPs!which!cause!mutations!in!EMS!
































SALK! lines! (Salk! Institute! for! Biological! Studies,! San! Diego,! USA)! (Alonso' et' al.! 2003)! and!
GABITKat! lines! (Genomanalyseimbiologischen! System! Pflanze! T! MaxTPlanck! Institut! für!
Molekulare!!Pflanzenphysiologie,!Potsdam,!Germany)!!(Kleinboelting'et'al.!2012)!contain!an!
insert! of! transfer! DNA! (TTDNA)! within! a! gene,! and! this! insert! is! potentially! capable! of!
disabling! that! gene.! The!TTDNA! insert! in! SALK! lines! contained! the!plantTselectable!marker!
NPTII' (Neomycin' phosphotransferase' II),! and! was! introduced! via! Agrobacterium'
tumefaciens.!The!NPTII!marker!introduced!kanamycin!resistance,!and!the!T2!progeny!of!the!
original! T1! transformants! were! selected! for! resistance! to! kanamycin' (AzpirozTLeehan! and!
Feldmann!1997).!GABITKat!lines!were!created!via!a!very!similar!method,!but!contain!a'SULr!
(sulfadiazine' resistance)! marker! (Rosso' et' al.! 2003).! The! Nottingham! Arabidopsis! Stock!
31#
Centre# (Nottingham,#UK)#dispatched# segregating#T3# lines# for# all# SALK#and#GABIBKat# TBDNA#















vitamins# (Duchefa# Biochemie,# Ipswich,# UK)#was# used# for# initial# plant# growth.#One# litre# of#
milliBQ#water#was#combined#with#4.4g#of#powdered#media#to#give#a#1x#MS#solution.#The#pH#
of#the#solution#was#brought#to#5.8#by#addition#of#0.1M#KOH.#Plant#tissue#culture#grade#agar#








Media! containing! mannitol! was! made! to! the! same! specifications! as! in! section! 2.3.1,!
however!varying!amounts!of!mannitol!(BDH!Merck!Ltd.,!Dorset,!UK)!were!added!to!the!MS!
solution!before!the!pH!was!adjusted!and!the!solution!was!autoclaved.!Mannitol!media!was!









levels! at! 150μE!mT2!sT1! for! 16! hours,! followed! by! eight! hours! of! darkness.! Here! seedlings!




plants! began! to! flower! the! Arasystem! (BETATECH! bvba,! Ghent,! Belgium)! was! used! to!
prevent! crossTcontamination! of! seeds! between! different! lines.! The! plants! were! watered!
until! no! plant! tissue! remained! green! and! tissue! was! allowed! to! desiccate! prior! to! seed!
33"












plants"were" transferred" to"a" SANYO" freezing" chamber" (MIRF254)" (Sanyo," E&E"Europe,"BV,"
Biomedical"division,"UK),"set"at"F7.5°C"for"24"hours;"the"other"half"remained"at"5°C."During"












sensitivity! under! the! conditions! listed! above.! Each! TTDNA! line! was! tested! alongside! the!
original!EMS!sfr!mutant!to!which!the!TTDNA!line!corresponded,!and!with!ColT0!plants!as!a!






ColT0! and! sfr6! seeds!were! sown!onto!Petri! dishes! containing!MS!media,! and!were! grown!
under! standard! growth! conditions! for! seven! days.! Seedlings! were! then! transferred! to! a!
SANYO! environmental! test! chamber! set! to! 5°C,! 150! μE! mT2! sT1,! 10! hours! light,! 14! hours!
darkness,!for!four!days.!At!this!point!the!seedlings!were!transferred!to!T7.5°C!for!24!hours.!












seedlings! were! transferred! to! a! 1.5ml! microcentrifuge! tube! and! were! frozen! in! liquid!
nitrogen.!The!transfer!from!agar!to!liquid!nitrogen!was!undertaken!in!less!than!one!minute!
to! preserve! the! RNA.! The! remaining! plates! were! removed! from! the! chambers! after! six!
hours,!and!were!extracted!from!the!agar!and!frozen!in!the!same!manner.!The!frozen!plant!






ColT0,! sfr4,! sfr5,! and! sfr8! seeds! were! sown! onto! Petri! dishes! containing! MS! agar!
supplemented!with! differing! concentrations! of!mannitol:! 0mM,! 200mM,! 300mM,! 400mM!
and! 500mM.! The! details! of! how! this!media!was!made! are! available! in! section! 2.3.2.! The!
seedlings!were!grown!for!seven!days!under!standard!growth!conditions.!For!each!mannitol!
concentration,! there! were! five! repeats! for! each! seed! line.! At! seven! days! of! age,! radicle!









0mM,! 330mM,! 440mM! and! 550mM! mannitol.! Seedlings! were! transferred! to! a! Percival!
growth!chamber!set!to!20°C!(+!or!T!1°C)!light!levels!at!150μE!mT2!sT1!and!remained!there!for!




ColT0,! sfr4! and! sfr8! seedlings!were! sown! onto! Petri! dishes! containing!MS! agar! and!were!
grown!under!standard!growth!conditions!for!seven!days.!At!this!point!they!were!extracted!
from!the!agar!and!were! floated!on! two!different!solutions! in!both! light!and!dark.!0.088M!
sucrose! was! the! chosen! test! condition,! with! an! isoTosmolar! concentration! of! the! nonT
metabolisable! sugar! mannitol! (0.096M)! to! control! for! any! osmotic! stress! caused! by! the!
increased! level! of! sucrose.! Half! of! the! seedlings! were! kept! in! the! light! throughout! the!
experiment,!and!the!remainder!were!transferred!to!the!dark!for!six!hours,!three!hours!after!















The! initial! sequencing! of! the! sfr' mutant! genomes! was! conducted! using! genomic! DNA!
extracted' via! the! Qiagen! Plant! Mini! Kit! (Qiagen! Ltd.,! Crawley,! UK).! This! was! conducted!
before!the!commencement!of!this!project!by!Dr.!Heather!Knight.!For!the!reTsequencing!of!
sfr4! a! modified! version! of! the! CTAB! (Cetyltrimethylammonium! bromide)! DNA! extraction!
protocol!(Richards'et'al.!2001)!was!used.!
!
For! the! CTAB! extraction! method! approximately! 100mg! of! tissue! was! frozen! in! liquid!
nitrogen! and! ground! in! a! pestle! and! mortar! filled! with! liquid! nitrogen.! 800μl! of! CTAB!
extraction! buffer! (2%!CTAB,! 1.42M!NaCl,! 20mM!EDTA,! 100mM!TrisHCl,! 2%!PVP! 40,! 5mM!
Ascorbic!acid,!4mM!DIECA! [diethyldithiocarbamic!acid])!was!heated! to!60°C!and!added! to!
the!plant!tissue.!The!tissue!was!then!transferred!to!a!1.5ml!microcentrifuge!tube!and!3μl!of!



















plant)! were! transferred! to! a! 1.5ml!microcentrifuge! tube! and!were! immediately! frozen! in!
liquid! nitrogen.! Leaf! tissue! was! manually! macerated! using! a! micropestle.! After!
approximately! five! seconds! 400μl! of! Edward’s! extraction! buffer! (250mM!NaCl,! 0.5%! SDS,!
25mM!EDTA!pH!8.0,!20mM!TrisTHCl!pH!7.5)!was!added.!Once!complete!for!all!samples,!they!
were! spun! for! approximately! one! minute! at! 16,300g! in! a! Genfuge! 24D! Microcentrifuge!













RNA! from! plant! tissue.! RNaseTfree! filter! tips! and! tubes! were! used! throughout! the!
procedure.! Tissue! samples! were! transferred! directly! from! T80°C! to! a! Dewar! of! liquid!
nitrogen.!Each!sample!was! individually! removed!from!the!Dewar!and!manually!macerated!
using! a! micropestle! (Anachem! Ltd.,! Luton,! UK).! 450μl! of! RLT! lysis! buffer! (with! βT
mercaptoethanol!added)!was!added!to!each!sample,!and!a!motorised!micropestle!was!used!
to! homogenise! the! tissue.! The! sample! was! vortexed! and! heated! to! 56°C! in! a! heat! block!
(Labnet,!Oakham,!UK)!for!between!one!and!three!minutes,!and!were!then!transferred!to!ice!
for!a!minimum!of!five!minutes.!The!lysate!was!transferred!to!a!QIASHREDDER!column!to!aid!






Discarding! the! flow! through,! 350μl! of! RW1!wash! buffer!was! added,! and! the! column!was!
centrifuged!once!again!for!30!seconds!at!11,400g,!discarding!the!flowTthrough.!
!
Per!sample,!10μl!DNase! I! stock!solution!and!70μl!of!Buffer!RD!were!added!to! the!column!
membrane!and!were!incubated!for!20!minutes,!to!remove!genomic!DNA!which!could!have!
! ! 40!
contaminated! the! sample.! 500μl! of! was! buffer! RPE!was! added! to! wash,! and! all! columns!
were!centrifuged!for!30!seconds!at!11,400g.!!This!step!was!then!repeated.!The!flowTthrough!
was!discarded,! and! the! column!was! spun!at! 11,400g! for! two!minutes.!RNA!was!eluted! in!
30μl!of!RNaseTfree!water,!centrifuged!for!one!minute!at!11,400g,!and!quality!and!yield!of!








of! reactions! was! set! up! with! a! ‘No! Template! Control’,! which! contained!water! instead! of!
RNA,!and!a! ‘No!Reverse!Transcriptase’! control! to!assess!genomic!DNA!contamination,! (no!
cDNA!is!produced!in!this!reaction!therefore!only!contaminating!genomic!DNA!is!available!as!
template!for!subsequent!PCR!amplification).!
Samples! were! then! transferred! to! a! Thermal! Cycler:! 25°C! for! 10! minutes,! 37°C! for! 120!










to! design! primers! for! all! PCR! reactions! including! quantitative! measurement! of! transcript!
levels,!excluding!those!used!for!SALK!and!GABI<Kat!genotyping.!These!were!designed!by!T<
DNA! Express! (http://signal.salk.edu/tdnaprimers.2.html).! All! oligonucleotide! primers! for!





was! used;! this! product! is! a! standard! Taq! polymerase! without! 3'! to! 5'! exonuclease!
proofreading!capability.!Genomic!DNA!extracted!using!the!above!Edward’s!method!(2.8.2)!
was! usually! used! as! the! template! for! PCR,! and! the! standard! reaction! mixture! for! each!
sample!included,!1μl!of!each!the!forward!and!reverse!primers!(50μM),!1μl!dNTPs!(10mM),!





The! standard!PCR! cycle! consisted!of! a! first! stage:! 95°C! for! 5!minutes,! 55°C! for! 5!minutes!
followed!by!72°C!for!5!minutes,!which!was!repeated!once,!and!a!second!stage!consisting!of:!
95°C!for!1!minute!of!denaturation,!55°C!for!1!minute!of!annealing,!and!72°C!for!2!minutes!of!








it! out.! T<DNA! Express! (http://signal.salk.edu/cgi<bin/tdnaexpress/)! was! used! to! identify!
available!T<DNA! insertion! lines! for! the!genes! in!question.!These! lines!were!grown!up,!and!




wild! type,! heterozygous! for! the! T<DNA! insertion,! or! homozygous! for! the! T<DNA! insertion.!
The!primers!designed!to!verify!that!the!genomic!sequence!was!uninterrupted!at!the! locus!
are!referred!to!as!the!‘genomic’!primers;!when!used!in!a!PCR!reaction!these!would!produce!
a! product! of! the! expected! size! for! a!wild! type! or! heterozygous! individual.! A! ‘left! border’!
primer!which!anneals!to!the!T<DNA!insert!was!used!with!the!‘right’!genomic!primer;!if!this!
combination!gives!a!PCR!band,! it!proves!that!an!insertion!of!the!T<DNA!has!taken!place.! If!
Figure! 2.1.! A! representative! image! of! genotyping! PCR! of! T:DNA! insertional! lines.! Wild! type! (WT),!
heterozygous!(HET),!and!homozygous!(HOM)!banding!patterns!are!indicated.!
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the! T<DNA! reaction! band! is! the! only! band! present,! the! plant! is! a! homozygote! for! the!


















The!QIAquick!gel!extraction!kit! (Qiagen!Ltd,!Crawley,!UK)!was!used! to!extract!bands! from!
ethidium! bromide! gels! to! be! sent! for! direct! DNA! sequencing.! Three! volumes! of! gel!
solubilisation!buffer!QG! (containing!guanidine! thiocyanate)!were!added!per!volume!of!gel!
(100mg!≈!100μl).!The!samples!were!incubated!at!50°C!for!ten!minutes,!and!one!gel!volume!
of! isopropanol!was! added.! Samples!were! transferred! to!QIAquick! columns! and! collection!
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tubes,!and!centrifuged!at!16,300g! for!one!minute.!500μl!of!Buffer!QG!was!added,!and!the!
spin! was! repeated.! 750μl! of! Buffer! PE! was! added! to! wash! and! prevent! DNA! from!
disassociating!from!the!spin!column,!and!samples!were!allowed!to!stand!for!between!two!
and! five! minutes.! The! samples! were! centrifuged! for! one! minute,! the! flow<through! was!
discarded,!and!samples!were!centrifuged!again!to!remove!residual!ethanol.!DNA!was!then!





















PCR!assay.!Where!possible,! they!were!designed! to! span!an! intron.!An!Applied!Biosystems!
7300! Real<Time! PCR! System! was! used! for! all! assays.! A! 96<well! plate! (Starlab! UK,!Milton!
Keynes,!UK)!was!used!for!the!reaction,!with!each!sample!having!three!technical!replicates,!
to! assure! that! differences! seen! in! gene! expression! were! not! as! a! result! of! pipetting!
inaccuracy.!The!number!of!biological!replicates!that!were!conducted!for!each!experiment!is!
indicated! in! the!results;! the!optimum!number!of!biological! replicates! for!each!experiment!
would!be!three,!however!due!to!time!constraints!it!was!not!possible!to!conduct!this!number!
of! separate! experiments.! This! does! have! an! effect! on! the! statistical! significance! of! these!
results,!and!for!those!experiments!with!only!one!biological!replicate!they!can!be!considered!
no!more!than!preliminary!work.!Those!with!two!biological!replicates!that!display!the!same!











final! step,! a! dissociation! step,! allows! the! user! to! determine! whether! the! primers! are!
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method! (Livak! and! Schmittgen! 2001).! The! software! outputs! a! CT! (cycle! threshold)! value,!
which! represents! the! number! of! cycles! taken! for! the! amount! of! fluorescent! product! to!
exceed!an!arbitrary!threshold.!Calculation!of!delta!delta!CT!values! for!each!sample!gives!a!



















qRT<PCR! was! used! to! see! if! the! gene! in! question! was! inducible! in! response! to! cold.! A!
candidate! that! did! not! appear! to! show! cold<inducibility! was! not! ruled! out! from! further!
investigation,! however! a! cold<inducible! candidate!may! have! suggested! it!was! likely! to! be!
linked!to!the!freezing!sensitive!phenotype.!
!
Four!wild! type!cDNA!samples,! (two!hours!at!20°C,!six!hours!at!20°C,! two!hours!at!5°C,!six!



















Illumina! next! generation! sequencing! (NGS)! involves! the! use! of! reversibly! terminable!












read! on! the! Integrative! Genomics! Viewer! (IGV)! software!
(http://www.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/).!This! is!a!predominantly!automated!method!
of!mapping,! but! does! contain! a! level! of! customisability! for! the!more! advanced!user.! This!




The! IGV! software! allows! the! resultant! data! from! Illumina! sequencing! to!be! compiled! and!
arranged!into!a!format!that!allows!the!entire!genome!to!be!viewed!and!compared!with!the!
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most! recent! TAIR! 10! Arabidopsis! genome! sequence! (figure! 2.2).! The! number! of! ‘reads’!
conducted!for!each!portion!of!the!genome!can!also!be!seen,!and!it!is!evident!when!coverage!
is! poor! in! areas! of! the! genome,! as! the! number! available! for! a! certain! stretch! of! DNA! is!
lacking.!If!a!mutation!is!found!in!a!high!enough!percentage!of!reads,!the!software!will!draw!
the! user’s! attention! to! it,! allowing! them! to! pick! out! mutations! that! have! a! highest!
confidence!of!being!‘true’!and!found!in!the!DNA.!This!threshold!can!be!manually!set,!and!for!
this!particular!study,!was!set!at!0.7,!as!the!mutations!being!searched!for!are!homozygous,!
and!hence! should!appear! in!100%!of! reads,!however,! this!would!not!account! for!possible!









As! the! mapping! interval! for! each! of! the! sfr'mutants! has! been! calculated! (Thorlby' et' al.!
1999),! the! software! allows! the! user! to!manually! scan! through! this! specific! region! of! the!
genome,! noting! down! the! position! of! potential! causes! of! the! mutation! in! each! of! the!
mutants.!!These!mutations!will!be!given!an!order!of!importance!according!to!the!following!









intervals! for! each! of! the! sfr! mutants! had! been! determined! with! a! reasonable! degree! of!
accuracy,! and! it! is! highly! likely! that! the! mutations! causing! the! sensitive! to! freezing!
phenotypes!will!be!found!within!them.!!
'




a! substantial! effect!on! the! gene,! and!while! there! could!be! the!possibility!of!microRNAs!–!











the! genome! for! which! the! data! have! only! provided! one! read! that! has! been! repeatedly!
sequence!there!is!a!higher!chance!of!this!being!a!sequencing!error,!compared!to!reads!that!
start!and!finish!in!different!places.!As!a!result,!if,!for!one!potential!mutation,!all!of!the!reads!
are!exactly! the! same! length!and!have! the! same! starting!position! they!are! counted!as! the!
‘same’! read,! and! this! greatly! reduces! the! reliability! of! this! SNP.! While! it! should! not! be!




The! direction! of! read! is! important;! if! a! mutation! is! found! in! reads! facing! in! only! one!
direction,!it! is!much!more!likely!to!be!a!sequencing!error.!If!a!mutation!is!found!in!various!
reads!facing!in!both!directions!this!increases!the!confidence!that!it!is!legitimate,!however!it!
also!has!to!be!take! into!account!that! it!could! just!be!coTincidence!that!reads!facing! in!one!












The!SNP!found! in!the! IGV!viewer!and! its!position! is! located!within!the!known!coding!DNA!
sequence!of!the!gene.!The!effect!that!the!mutation!has!on!the!protein!sequence!is!shown!by!
altering! the! amino! acid! in! question! and! running! it! through! the! ExPASy! online! web!
application!(http://web.expasy.org/translate/).!The!program!gives!the!predicted!translation!





and! at! this! point! PCR! can! be! conducted! to! verify! the! existence! of! mutations! within! the!
genomic! DNA! of! the! mutant! plants.! Genomic! DNA! was! extracted! from! the! plant,! and!
primers! were! designed! to! allow! the! amplification! and! sequencing! of! the! portion! of! DNA!
which!contained!the!putative!mutation.!Direct!DNA!sequencing!took!place,!and!using!NCBI!
BLAST! the! resultant! sequence! was! compared! to! the! known! DNA,! and! if! there! was! a!
difference!between!the!nucleotides!of!the!wild!type!sequence!and!the!mutant,!this!sample!
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analysed! in! a! different! manner.! Laura! Gardiner! of! the! University! of! Liverpool! used! a!
command! line! approach! rather! than! an! automated! system! to! ‘call’! SNPs.! This! involved! a!
number!of!Linux!command!lineToperated!bioinformatics!programs,!BWA!(BurrowsTWheeler!
Aligner)! (Li! and!Durbin!2009),! SAMtools! (Sequence!Alignment/Map)! (Li' et'al.! 2009),!GATK!
(Genome! Analysis! Toolkit)! (McKenna' et' al.! 2010,! DePristo' et' al.! 2011)! and! the! ‘awk’!
command.! These! allowed! fineTtuning! of! the! criteria! each! SNP! had! to! abide! by! to! be!
considered!legitimate.!The!method!outputs!a!list!of!SNPs,!which!are!possible!homozygotes!












BLAST,! specifically! nucleotide! blast! was! used! to! compare! the! known! sequence! of! a!



















The!sensitive" to" freezing"mutants" studied" in" this" investigation" (sfr4,"sfr5,"sfr8" and"sfr9)" all"
resulted"from"ethyl"methanesulfonate"(EMS)"chemical"mutagenesis,"which"introduces"single"
nucleotide" polymorphisms" (SNPs)" into" the" genome." For" each"mutant," one" of" these" SNPs"





The" most" wellCstudied" freezing" tolerance" pathway" is" that" involving" the" CCrepeat" binding"
factors." These" transcription" factors" regulate" the" cold" regulated" (COR)! genes" via" the"





effects"on" freezing" tolerance"are"devastating," as" is" shown" in" the"wellCstudied"mutant" sfr6!
(Knight!et!al."1999).!
!
The" four"mutants" studied" in" this" investigation" showed" a" less" severe" response" to" freezing"
















Figure! 3.1.! Expression! levels! of! CBFs! 1C3! in! wild! type! ColJ0,! sfr4,! sfr5,! and! sfr8! following! two! hours! of!
exposure!to!20°C!(ambient)!or!5°C!(cold).!
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Expression!of! the!CBF! genes! leads! to! the!activation!and!expression!of!COR! genes,!what! is!
thought!to!be!the!major!pathway!that!leads!to!freezing!tolerance.!As!a!result,!primers!were!
designed! for!qRTCPCR! to!generically! target!CBF&expression.!CBF1,!CBF2! and!CBF3! all! show!
high!levels!of!similarity!to!each!other,!show!very!similar!expression!patterns,!and!have!been!




and! sfr& samples! alike,! but! after! two! hours! at! 5°C! there! was! an! increase! in! the! level! of!
detected! CBF! expression! in! all! samples! (figure! 3.1).! These! results! were! supported! by! an!
independent!biological!repeat!(data!from!biological!repeats!are!not!shown).!This!shows!that!
the!expression!of!CBF1/3! is!unaffected! in! the! sfr&mutants! tested,! suggesting! that! the!SNP!














(figure!3.2)!but,!when! the! temperature!was!dropped! to!5°C,! there!was!an! increase! in! the!
expression!of!KIN2! in!all! lines! tested.!sfr4! induction!of!KIN2!was!shown!to!be!significantly!
lower! than! in!ColC0!and! the!other!sfr!mutants,!however!an! independent!biological! repeat!
showed!sfr4!expression! levels!of!KIN2! in! line!with!the!other!sfr!mutants,!so!this!reduction!
may!not!be!significant.!
!










were!greatly! increased! in!all!of! the!sfr!mutants,! similar! to! levels! seen! in!ColC0,! suggesting!
that!each!of! the!sfr! lines! tested!express!GOLS3! normally.! The! same! result!was! seen! in!an!
independent!biological!repeat.!
The! results! of! these! assays! indicate! that! the! CBF! freezing! tolerance! pathway! functions!
normally!in!sfr4,!sfr5!and!sfr8.!This!would!suggest!that!for!these!sfr!mutants!an!alternative!
pathway!might!be!the!cause!of!their!deficit!in!freezing!tolerance.!It!also!supports!evidence!













As! the! bestCstudied! freezing! tolerance! pathway! had! been! eliminated! as! the! cause! of! the!
sfr4,! sfr5! and! sfr8! phenotypes,! there! remained! a! large! number! of! other! possible! factors!
which! could! have! caused! a! deficit! in! freezing! tolerance.! Mapping! intervals! had! been!
previously!determined!for!each!of!the!mutations,!indicating!on!which!chromosome!each!of!
the!mutations!was! found,! and!a!map!distance! for!each!of! the!mutations!was!determined!
using!known!markers! (Thorlby! et!al.! 1999).!Through!personal! communications!with!Glenn!
Thorlby,! these! mapping! intervals! were! refined! and! translated! into! ‘Atg’! codes,! giving! a!
specific!region!of!genes!in!which!the!SNP!causing!the!mutation!should!exist.!
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were! automatically! mapped! using! Bowtie! (Langmead! et! al.! 2009)! on! default! settings;!
henceforth!referred!to!as! the!Galaxy!method.!The!output! file! for! this!method!was!a! .bam!
file,!which!was!viewable!on!the!IGV!software!(Thorvaldsdóttir!et!al.!2012).!This!method!was!
extremely! userCfriendly! and! required! little! prior! knowledge! of! bioinformatics.! The!




the! University! of! Liverpool! (Anthony! Hall! and! Laura! Gardiner)! who! are! specialists! in! the!
analysis! of! bioinformatics! data.! This! method! involved! the! use! of! command! line!
bioinformatics!programs,! (BWA!BurrowsCWheeler!Aligner)! (Li! and!Durbin!2009),! SAMtools!
(Sequence!Alignment/Map)!(Li!et!al.!2009),!GATK!(Genome!Analysis!Toolkit)!(McKenna!et!al.!
2010,! DePristo! et! al.! 2011)! and! the! ‘awk’! command.! This! method! required! access! to!
powerful! supercomputers,! and! a! high! level! of! computer! programming! knowledge! was!
required! to! execute! the! commands! needed! to! analyse! bioinformatics! data! in! this! way.!
When!both!the!command!line!method!and!the!Galaxy!method!yielded!results!on!the!same!







Glenn! Thorlby! before! the! start! of! this! investigation.! When! considering! whether! to!
investigate! a! SNP! further! as! a! possible! cause! of! freezing! sensitivity,! the! following! criteria!
were!applied;! initially! the!coding!region!was!searched!for!SNPs,!however! if! there!were!no!




The! command! line!method!did!not! require!manual! identification!of! SNPs!as! the! selection!






















sequencing!of!a!PCR!amplified!amplicon! spanning! the!SNP.!The! results!of! these! sequence!




















had! an! average! coverage! of! approximately! x100! across! the! entire! genome.! Despite! this,!
none!of!the!command!lineTgenerated!SNPs!corresponded!to!the!mapping!region!(At1g48640!
–!At1g50200).! Even!when!presented!with!a! larger! interval! (At1g42460!–!At1g50200)! that,!
based!on!the!mapping!results,!almost!definitely!contained!the!sfr4!mutation,!still!no!SNPs!




Similarly! to! sfr4,! the! sfr5! data! were! of! insufficient! quality! to! work! well! with! the! Galaxy!
method;! this! sequencing! run!gave!an!average!coverage!of!10T15x!across! the!genome,!but!
when!these!data!were!viewed!on!the!Galaxy!platform,!there!were!areas!within!the!mapping!
region! that! showed! lower! coverage! than! this.! The! command! line!method!mapped! these!
data!to!the!reference!genome!with!more!success!than!the!Galaxy!method,!and!as!a!result!






represent! ‘homozygous’! or! ‘heterozygous’! mutations! in! the! genome;! those! ranked! as!
heterozygous!were!expected!to!occur!in!50%!of!the!reads,!and!homozygous!SNPs!as!close!to!
100%.!Each!SNP!was!also!ranked!on!a!scale!from!‘least!convincing’!to!‘highly!convincing’!in!










Position'of'SNP Gene Original'base Mutated'base Likelihood'of'SNP Likely'to'be Presence'of'mutation
Chr1:4644027 At1g13570 G T Less5convincing Heterozygote Tested;5not5found5in5DNA
Chr1:4834566 At1g14120 T A Less5convincing Heterozygote Tested;5not5found5in5DNA
Chr1:5205941 F T G Highly5convincing Homozygote Not5tested5in5DNA
Chr1:5300535 At1g15410 A G Highly'convincing Homozygote Tested;'found'in'DNA
Chr1:5402039 At1g15690 A G Highly'convincing Homozygote Tested;'found'in'DNA
Chr1:5519332 At1g16110 G C Less5convincing Heterozygote Tested;5not5found5in5DNA
Chr1:5519333 At1g16110 G A Less5convincing Heterozygote Tested;5not5found5in5DNA
Chr1:5807864 At1g16980 C A Least5convincing Heterozygote Not5tested5in5DNA
Chr1:5819658 F A C Highly5convincing Homozygote Not5tested5in5DNA
Chr1:5872831 At1g17180 A C Less5convincing Heterozygote Tested;5not5found5in5DNA
Table&3.1.&SNPs&found&via&the&command&line&method&for&sfr5.&The&‘Likelihood&of&SNP’&column&represents&how&likely&it&is&that&this&




The# data# for# sfr8# mapped#well# with# the# Galaxy#method.# Bowtie# aligned# reads# to# a# large#
percentage# of# the# genome,# with# very# few# areas# showing# gaps# between# reads# or# low#




to#At3g57270.# In# table#3.2$ all# SNPs# found# for# sfr8%using#both#analysis#methods#are# listed,#
indicating#which#method(s)#identified#the#SNP.#The#direct#comparison#of#these#two#methods#
on# the# same#data# yielded# results# as# to# how#well# the# two#methods# succeed# in# identifying#
SNPs#in#this#type#of#data,#and#whether#the#same#SNPs#were#identified.#This#comparison#also#
included#verifying#if#the#SNP#was#present#in#the#DNA#of#the#mutant#plant,#as#this#gave#real#
proof# as# to#whether# a#method#had# successfully# detected# a# ‘real’# SNP.# Four# SNPs# in# three#
different#genes#were#found#via#both#methods,#with#the#majority#of#the#SNPs#found#via#the#















Chr3:18110990 * T ,G 100,(4) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18544327 * G ,T 100,(5) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18544328 * T ,C 100,(3) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18684521 * T ,C 100,(2) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18715665 * C T 100,(4),* No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18738148 * G ,T 100,(9) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18841182 AT3G50700 C ,T 100,(3)** No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:18841183 AT3G50700 A ,T 100,(3)* No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:'18920586 AT3G50910 C T 100'(16) Yes Proven'in'DNA
Chr3:'19007726 AT3G51160 G A 83'(6) No Proven'in'DNA
Chr3:19206875 AT3G51780 A ,T, 100,(10) Yes Tested;,not,found,in,DNA
Chr3:19206876 AT3G51780 A ,T, 100,(10), Yes Tested;,not,found,in,DNA
Chr3:20648053 AT3G55650 C T 78,(9) No Not,tested;,sense,mutation
Chr3:20795011 AT3G56040 A T 100'(9) Yes Proven'in'DNA
Chr3:20795012 AT3G56040 T C 100'(8) Yes Proven'in'DNA
,Chr3:19082704 * C T 75,(4) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:19437232 * T C 100,(21) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:19778523 * T C 100,(4) No Not,tested,in,DNA
Chr3:20852578 AT3G56210,(3'UTR) C G 83,(6) No Not,tested,in,DNA







Like! sfr8,! sfr9! mapped! well! using! both! methods! (figure! 3.5),! allowing! direct! comparisons!




Coverage! was! excellent! for! this! mutant,! with! complete! coverage! of! the! mapping! interval;!
average! coverage! of! the! genome! was! estimated! at! 70x.! However! only! one! SNP! was! found!
Figure+3.5.+ Screenshot+of+ IGV+ showing+a+ representative+ level+ of+ coverage+ seen+ for+ sfr9+ Illumina+ sequence+




within! the! region! using! Galaxy;! none! were! found! using! command! line! method.! This! one!
candidate! was! in! the! potential! promoter! region! of! At5g62680,! glucosinolate! transporter! 2!






gene! was! still! investigated! as! it! was! potentially! close! enough! to! be! affecting! the! promoter!




Once! the% SNPs! had! been! identified! within! each! mapping! interval! as! described! above,!
experiments!were!conducted!to!investigate!whether!or!not!any!of!the!genes!in!which!the!SNPs!














for! each!mutant)!were! tested! for!upKregulation!under! cold! conditions! in!ColK0! seedlings.!UpK
regulation!under!cold!conditions!might!indicate!a!role!in!cold!acclimation,!as!is!seen!in!the!CBFs,!
KIN2!and!GOLS3!(Medina+et+al.!1999,!Thomashow!2010).!A!gene!not!being!upKregulated!in!cold!
would! not,! however,! be! discarded! as! a! potential! candidate! for! being! linked! to! freezing!
sensitivity,! as! there! are! examples! of! genes! being! involved! in! the! freezing! tolerance! pathway!






gene! candidate.! For! each! of! the! candidate! genes,! TKDNA! insert! lines! were! obtained! and!
genotyped! as! described! in! the!methods,! section! 2.9.2.1.!When! homozygous! TKDNA! insertion!





TKDNA! Express! (http://signal.salk.edu/cgiKbin/tdnaexpress)! was! used! to! determine! the! insert!
site,!and!Primer3Plus!(https://www.bioinformatics.nl/primer3plus)!was!used!to!design!primers!
to! span! the! predicted! insert! site! (one! upstream! of! the! putative! insertion! site! and! one!
downstream)!so!that,!when!the!primers!were!used!in!conjunction!with!wild!type!cDNA!normal!
expression! of! the! particular! gene! would! be! seen.! However,! if! the! insertion! disrupted! the!
transcript,!extremely! reduced!or!no!gene!expression!would!be!seen! in! the!putative!knockout!
line.!These!primers!were!verified!to!work!efficiently,!as!described! in!section!2.10!of!materials!
and!methods.! ! If!normal!wild!type!transcript! levels!were!measured! in!the! insert! line,! this! line!















GK596C07.01 Het Hom 81(8) None Successful1
GK596C07.02 Het Hom 81(16) None
GK596C07.03 Het > None
GK596C07.04 Het > None
GK596C07.05 Het > None
GK596C07.06 Het > None
GK596C07.07 Het > None
GK596C07.08 Het > None
GK596C07.09 Het > None
GK596C07.10 Het > None
GK596C07.11 Het > None
GK596C07.12 Het > None
At1g15410 None1available > None >
SALK_074693C Hom Hom Pool1of1seedlings None Successful1
SALK_124555C Hom Hom Pool1of1seedlings None Unsuccessful
SALK_132810C Hom Hom 81(16) None Successful1
SALK_150964 Het Problem 81(8) No1T>DNA1bands Unsuccessful
SALK_027379 Het Problem 151(15)
Only1one1het;1
subsequently1died
SALK_027387 Het Problem 161(16) No1T>DNA1bands
SALK_057153 Het Het 81(13) Plants1extremely1ill


























The! sensitive' to' freezing!mutants! do! not! recover! from!damage! sustained! during! freezing,!
even! when! subjected! to! freezing! temperatures! post;acclimation.! This! phenotype! is!
demonstrated!by!a!freezing!assay,!which!is!consistent!with!previous!findings!(Warren'et'al.!
1996).)Adult!plants!between!four!and!five!weeks!of!age,!of!Col;0,!sfr4,'sfr5!and!sfr8'mutants!
were! subjected! to! the! standard! freezing! assay! used! throughout! this! investigation.! The!
conditions!of!two!weeks!at!5°C,!24!hours!at!;7.5°C,!followed!by!three!days!of!recuperation!at!
20°C! were! sufficient! to! allow! Col;0! plants! with! functional! freezing! tolerance! to! recover,!


















Figure'3.7.'A' representative'sample'of'a'standard' freezing'assay.'All'plants'were'grown'under' standard'
short'day'conditions,'and'were'then'transferred'to'5°C'for' two'weeks'to'allow'cold'acclimation'to'occur'
fully.' Those'marked'as' ‘Acclimated'+' frozen’'were'at' this'point' transferred' to' G7.5°C' for'24'hours;' those'
marked' ‘Acclimated' +' not' frozen’' remained' at' 5°C' for' this' 24Ghour' period.' After' the' freezing' event,' all'





No! sfr4% candidates! were! identified! within! the! specified! gene! interval! and! as! a! result! no!
further!work! could! be! carried! out! on! this!mutant.! For! the! given! gene! interval,! all! of! the!
genes!present!were!inspected!to!see!what!they!controlled.!None!of!these!genes!seemed!to!
be!directly!related!to!sugar,!which!was!unexpected,!as!previous!work!on!sfr4!has!suggested!





the!sfr5!mutation:!At1g15690!and!At1g15410! (as! shown! in! table!3.1).! There!were! initially!
other!candidates!(listed! in!the!table),!but!these!were!not!found! in!the!DNA!of!the!mutant!
and! as! a! result! were! eliminated! from! the! search.! At1g15690% encodes! AVP1,! a! H+!
pyrophosphotase!which!maintains!vacuolar!pH!and!controls!auxin!transport!(Li%et%al.!2005).!
It!is!known!to!be!involved!in!the!response!to!water!deficit!stress!(Pasapula%et%al.!2011).!Over!
expression!of! this!H+!pump!has!been! shown! to! increase!drought!and! salt! tolerance!when!








sfr5%has!never! shown!any!difficulties!when! flowering,!and!produces!viable! seed!when! the!









AVP1!was! tested! for! coldLinducibility!via!qRT!PCR!but! showed!no!difference! in!expression!
after! either! two! hours! or! six! hours! of! cold! treatment,! when! compared! to! ambient!
















gene.!One!of! the! T3! lines!was! identified! as! being!homozygous,! and! this!was! followed!up.!
Seeds!were! collected! from! the! homozygous! individual,! and! seedlings! were! grown.! These!
seedlings! were! once! again! tested! to! verify! the! homozygous! status! of! the!mutant! before!
progression! to! freezing! assays! and! qRTLPCR.! As! shown! in! figure! 3.9,! GK_596C07! showed!
severely!reduced!expression!of!the!fullLlength!transcript,!and!as!a!result!GK_596C07!plants!
were! deemed! suitable! for! the! freezing! assay.! ! No! independent! biological! repeat! were!























































No! suitable! insertional! mutants! were! available! for! this! candidate! gene.! Due! to! time!
constraints,! no! further! investigations! into! this! candidate! could! be! conducted.! Had! time!










which! have! been! shown! to! display! a! distinct! phenotype;! rounded! leaves,! weak!
inflorescences,! and! reduced! tolerance! of! drought.! At3g56040! encodes! UDP?glucose!






















homozygotes!available! for! this!gene.!The!three!remaining!SALK! lines!were!tested!to!verify!
whether!the!T;DNA!insertion!reduced!the!expression!of!the!gene!targeted.!For!the!first!two!
homozygous!SALK!lines!(SALK_074693C!and!SALK_124555C)!the!insertion!sites!were!so!close!














While# SALK_074693C# shows# reduced# expression# of# At3g50910# compared# to# the# ColE0#
sample,# SALK_124555C# actually# expressed# the# gene#more# effectively# than# the# wild# type,#
figure# 3.13,# which# is# not# uncommon# in# this# sort# of# insert# line;# the# 35S# promoter# that# is#
present# in# the# TEDNA# insert# can# result# in# overEexpression# of# the# ColE0# gene# (Ülker! et! al.#
2008).# SALK_074693C# was# tested# in# the# freezing# assay# as# expression# is# reduced.#







Twenty# plants# for# each# of# the# two# confirmed# homozygous# SALK# lines# for# At3g50910#
(SALK_074693C# and# SALK_132810C)# were# grown# up# to# five# weeks,# and# subjected# to# the#



























proved" difficult;" for" SALK_027379" 16" plants" were" individually" genotyped," and" all" plants"
showed"an"undisrupted"Col@0"band"and"only"one"showed"a"T@DNA"band"(indicating"it"was"a"





















as! insertions! could! not! always! be! confirmed! in! the! material! sent! out! by! NASC.! The!





Reduced! expression! tests! were! not! needed! as! the! lines! supplied! were! created! by! EMS!

































One! homozygous! SALK! line,! SALK_020654C,! was! available! and! from! the! supplied! seed!
seedlings!were! grown! up.! The! germination! rate! of! this! line!was! extremely! low;! from! the!
entire! batch! very! few! seedlings! survived.! Transcript! levels! of! UGP3! were! verified! in!
SALK_020654C!and!found!to!very!low!(Figure!3.19),!however!this!experiment!does!not!have!
any! biological! repeats,! and! would! need! to! be! replicated! before! this! work! is! considered!































levels!when!compared!to! the!ColT0!sample.!After!six!hours,!however,! there!appears! to!be!




The! one! homozygous! SALK! line,! SALK_052178C,! was! grown! up! and! genotyped.! The!
expression!of!GTR2!was!examined!in!SALK_052178C.!As!shown!in!figure!3.21,!the!expression!
of! the! functional! ColT0! gene! is! higher! in! the! insertional!mutant! than! in! the!ColT0! sample,!











Throughout! this! investigation,! the! T;DNA! insert! line! available! for! one! candidate! for! sfr5,'
AVP1,! responded! in!the!same!way!as!Col;0!plants.!However,! it!has!not!yet!been!ruled!out!
due! to! phenotypic! discrepancies! seen! between! the! avp1! mutant! and! the! T;DNA! line,!
potentially! indicating! there!was! a! problem!with! this! line! that! has! gone! undetected.! As! a!
result! this! candidate! warrants! further! work.! Further! work! on! this! remaining! candidate,!
At1g15410,!is!also!suggested.!!
!
One! candidate! was! successfully! eliminated! for! sfr8,! At3g50910,! through! the! use! of! SALK!
mutants! in! freezing! tests.! The! survival! of! these! SALKs! under! freezing! conditions! would!
suggest! that! this! gene! is! not! responsible! for! the! freezing! tolerance! deficit.! The! second!
candidate!for!sfr8,!MUR1,!still!remains!as!a!strong!candidate,!but!cannot!be!fully!accepted!
and! requires!more!work.! For!UGP3,! the!only! available! homozygous! SALK! failed! to! reduce!
expression!of! the!UGP3! transcript,!and!thus!no!further! investigations!could!be!carried!out!
on!this!mutant.!
!











While# not# mentioned# in# the# literature,# during# this# investigation# it# was# noticed# that# sfr8#
flowers# earlier# than# any# of# the# other# mutants# or# ColK0.# As# a# result# of# this,# a# number# of#
phenotypic#experiments#were# conducted# to# learn#more#about# the#other#effects#of# the% sfr#
mutations.#There#are#other#phenotypes#(such#as#susceptibility#to#drought)#which#are#often#




ColK0,% sfr4,% sfr5% and% sfr8# seeds# were# sown# onto# Petri# dishes# containing# MS# media#
supplemented# with# differing# concentrations# of# mannitol;# 0mM,# 200mM,# 300mM# and#
400mM.#For#each#seed#line#at#each#concentration,#there#were#five#technical#replicates.#After#
seven#days#of#growth#under#standard#growth#conditions,#the#number#of#seedlings#that#had#
scored# ‘yes’# or# ‘no’# for# radicle# emergence# was# counted# under# a# microscope.# The# 0mM#
mannitol#plates#were#used#as#a#baseline#level#of#germination.#It#was#obvious#that#mannitol#
affected#development,# as# there#was# a# visible# size#difference#between# seedlings# grown#on#
MS#media# and# those# on#media# including#mannitol# (figure# 3.22).# However# the# number# of#
seedlings# that# had# undergone# radicle# emergence# was# extremely# similar# for# all#
concentrations#of#mannitol.#Seedlings#that#had#germinated#on#the#highest#concentration#of#







when! using! these! conditions,! found! 400mM! mannitol! to! be! enough! to! reduce! radicle!

























Figure'3.22.'Petri'dishes'containing'MS'agar' supplemented'with' four'different' concentrations'of'
mannitol;'0mM,'200mM,'300mM,'and'400mM.'All'seedlings'were'grown'for'seven'days'at'20°C'in'
a'Percival'growth'chamber,'and'were' then'viewed'under'a' light'microscope.'ColG0' seedlings'are'
used'as'a'representative'of'what'was'seen'for'all'seedlings'tested.''
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Col;0,! sfr4,! sfr5! and! sfr8! were! tested! for! osmotic! tolerance! when! floated! on! various!
concentrations! of! mannitol! (0mM,! 330mM,! 400mM! and! 500mM)! at! 20°C! under! the!





None! of! the! lines! showed! any! signs! of! chlorosis! when! in! water,! as! was! expected.' sfr4!
showed!a!similar!level!of!chlorosis!to'Col;0!with!increasing!concentrations!of!mannitol,!and!
sfr5! seemed! to! perform! better! than! Col;0,! appearing! much! greener! even! on! 500mM!









assays! on! seedlings! would! reduce! the! time! required! to! verify! if! an! insert! line! or! other!
mutant! is! freezing! sensitive.! Traditionally,! freezing! assays! have! been! conducted! on! adult!
plants! (Warren' et' al.! 1996)! however! freezing! assays! conducted! on! seedlings! have! been!
previously! trialled! (Xin! and! Browse! 1998).! As! a! result,! this! method! was! developed! and!
compared!to!results!seen!in!adult!plants.!If!the!number!of!seedlings!that!survive!freezing!is!
a)!comparable!to!that!seen!in!mature!Col;0!plants,!and!b)!replicable,!it!would!suggest!that!
this!method! is!a! reliable!source!of! information,!and!could!potentially!be!used!as!a! trial! to!







plant! samples! this! method! was! tested! upon! were! Col;0! and! sfr6;' sfr6' has! a! very! severe!
freezing! sensitive! phenotype! and! its! use! in! this! experiment! was! intended! to! determine!
whether!both!normal!and!deficient!seedlings!respond!in!the!same!way!to!freezing!as!adult!
plants.!




to! a! degree! that! may! be! comparable! to! adult! plants,! that! cold! acclimation! on! plates! is!
possible,! and! that! the! assay! was! capable! of! distinguishing! between! a! freezing! sensitive!
mutant! and! Col;0! (figure! 3.25).! sfr6! is! naturally! a!much! lighter! colour! than! normal! Col;0!















It! is!known!that!sfr4!has!reduced!sugar!accumulation! (Uemura'et'al.!2003),!and! it! is! likely!
that! sfr8!may!have! an! altered!perception!of! sugars,! or! an! altered! response! to! sugar.! The!
sugar;responsive!gene!dark!inducible!6!(DIN6)!was!used!to!see!how!these!two!sfr!mutants!
responded!to!sugar.! !DIN6! is! inducible! in!the!dark!and!repressed!by! light!or!sugars.!Seven!









as$ seen$ in$ the$ Col/0$ control.$ Without$ sucrose,$ both$ sfr4$ and$ sfr8$ showed$ the$ expected$
response$ in$ both$ the$ dark$ (increased$ DIN6$ expression)$ and$ in$ the$ light$ (reduced$ DIN6$
expression).$ sfr4$ shows$ higher$ levels$ of$ both$ dark$ and$ light$ expression$ than$ Col/0,$
particularly$ in$ the$ absence$ of$ sucrose,$where$DIN6$ is$ evidently$ less$ repressed$ by$ sucrose$
than$ it$ is$ in$ Col/0.$ This$ could$ be$ as$ a$ result$ of$ the$ known$ sugar$ deficiency.$ sfr8% shows$
reduced$expression$under$all$ conditions$ compared$ to$Col/0.$ This$would$ suggest$ that$both$
sfr4% and$ sfr8% show$ an$ altered$ sensitivity$ to$ sugar,$ and$ this$ is$ potentially$ worth$ further$





phenotype;$however$this$was$something$that$had$not$been$reported$ in$the$ literature.$ $To$
test$ this$ observation,$ 20$ individual$ sfr8% and$ Col/0$ plants$ were$ grown$ up$ alongside$ each$
other$ under$ standard$ long$ day$ conditions$ (as$ described$ in$ the$ methods)$ and$ both$ the$
number$of$rosette$leaves$present$on$the$plant$when$the$flower$bolt$was$1cm$long$and$the$
date$ that$ flowering$ occurred$ were$ recorded$ for$ each$ individual.$ The$ number$ of$ leaves$










had! flowered,! which! considering! the! age! of! these! plants! represent! extremely! different!
developmental!stages.!In!figure!3.27,!it!is!obvious!that!the!sfr8'are!much!smaller!and!have!a!
lower!number!of!leaves!than!the!Col;0,!however!all!sfr8!plants!had!flowered!by!this!point.!
Significant! differences! in! flowering! time! between! Col;0! and! sfr8! were! seen! in! two!
independent!biological!repeats.! !For!the!Student’s!t;test,!the!P!value!was!2.12!x!10;20!on!a!





























sfr8! and! sfr4! both! showed! results! that! differed! from! the! Col;0! control! when!DIN6! gene!
transcript! levels! were! measured.! sfr8! showed! a! potential! hypersensitivity! to! sucrose,!








The! original! screen! for! sensitive! to! freezing! (sfr)! mutants! was! conducted! in! 1996,! on! a!
population! of! ethyl!methanesulfonate! (EMS)!mutagenized! Columbia! 0! (Col;0)! Arabidopsis!




when!the!plants!are!acclimated! that! the!difference!between!the! freezing! tolerance!of! the!
mutant!and!the!Col;0!is!seen.!'Arabidopsis!is!an!ideal!candidate!for!use!in!freezing!tolerance!
screens!as!so!much!is!known!about!how!it!acclimates!and!responds!to!freezing!(Thomashow!
2010).! The! use! of! forward! genetics! (the! search! for! a! genotype! using! a! phenotype)!works!
well! in! Arabidopsis,! primarily! due! to! the! wealth! of! genetic! information! that! is! available,!
particularly!for!the!Col;0!ecotype.!Forward!genetics!studies!have!evidently!been!successful!
in!the!field!of!freezing!tolerance;!the!genes!responsible!for!the!freezing!tolerance!deficit!in!
sfr2,! sfr3! and! sfr6! have! all! been! identified! via! this!method! (Knight' et' al.! 1999,! Kim' et' al.!
2004,!Thorlby'et'al.!2004,!Amid'et'al.!2012).!!
!
The! search! for! plants! with! disrupted! post;acclimation! freezing! tolerance! required! a! very!
precise! freezing! assay;! a! plant! must! be! frozen! to! the! point! of! being! noticeably! more!
damaged! than! the! healthy! Col;0! control,! but! the! individual! plant!must! ultimately! survive!
and! set! seed! to! allow! further! investigation.! This! was! negated! in! the! isolation! of! the! sfr!
mutants! by! the! generation! of! sibling! plants! that! displayed! the! same! genotype,! allowing!
plants!to!be!thoroughly!frozen!(and!thus!die)!without!the!genotype!being!lost!(Warren'et'al.!




freezing!sensitivity!seen! in! the!mutants!sfr4,!sfr5!sfr8!and!sfr9.'Quantitative!real! time!PCR'
(qRT;PCR)!experiments!measured!expression!of!the!C;repeat!binding!factors!(CBFs)!and!the!
cold! regulated! (COR)! genes! protein! kinase! 2! (KIN2)'and! galactional! synthase! 3! (GOLS3)' in!
cDNA!from' sfr! seedlings!subjected!to!cold!conditions.!These!experiments!showed!that!the!
CBF!pathway! is!not!disrupted! in! sfr4,! sfr5! or! sfr8,! indicating! that!all! of! these!mutants!are!
deficient!in!a!different!pathway!leading!to!freezing!tolerance,!however!a!third!independent!
biological!repeat!would!be!required!to!truly!confirm!this.!!There!are!a!number!of!pathways!
that! result! in! drought! tolerance! that! also! have! cross! talk! with! the! freezing! tolerance!
pathways,! one! such! example! is! the! dehydration;responsive;element;binding! protein!







refined! via! personal! communication!with!Glenn! Thorlby! (unpublished!data).! ! The!basis! of!
mapping!relies!on!the!fact!that!when!a!marker!is!close!to!the!mutation!(in!terms!of!physical!
distance),! the! likelihood! of! a! recombination! event! occurring! between! the! two! is! reduced!
(Jones'et'al.!1997).!To!determine!the!position!between!the!two!markers!and!the!mutation,!
there!must! be! two!meiotic! recombination! events;! one! between! the! left! marker! and! the!
mutation,!and!one!between!the!right!marker!and!the!mutation.!!It!is!only!when!this!occurs!
that!it!is!possible!to!map!a!mutation!to!a!certain!region.!







the!data!had!mapped!to! the! reference!genome.!One!method,! the!command! line!method,!
required! supercomputing! power,! an! advanced! knowledge! of! computer! programming! and!
various!specific!bioinformatics!software!packages.!The!resultant!dataset!was!a! list!of!SNPs!
and! their! position! in! the! genome.! The! second!method,! the!Galaxy!method,! required! very!
little! knowledge! of! bioinformatics! and!was! an! almost! completely! automated! process;! the!
output! a! file! that!was! easily! viewable!on! the! Integrative!Genomics!Viewer! (IGV)! software!
package,!and!a!manual!comparison!of!the!next!generation!sequencing!(NGS)!data!and!the!
reference!genome!to!search!for!SNPs!was!required.!A!low!frequency!of!mutations!was!found!






A! collection!of!mutants! have!been!developed! in!which! a! transfer;DNA! (T;DNA)! insert! has!
been! introduced! into! the! genome;! the! insertion! is! random,! however! most! genes! have!
several!of!these!lines!available!(Alonso'et'al.!2003).!For!the!candidate!genes!for!each!of!the!
sfr!mutants,! further!mutant! alleles!were! obtained! in! the! form!of! these! T;DNA! insertional!
mutants,!if!available.!!In!these!lines,!the!expression!levels!of!the!gene!potentially!knocked;
out/down!by!the!T;DNA!insertion!was!tested.!If!expression!levels!were!significantly!reduced,!









next! generation! sequencing! and! SNP! calling.! There! are! advantages! and! disadvantages! to!
both!classical!mapping!and!in'silico!analysis!of!genome!sequence!in!a!search!for!mutations,!
and! also! to! the! other! methods! that! are! available! for! the! identification! of! genes! from! a!
phenotype.!The!advantages!of!this!method!were!that!a! large!amount!of!the!data!analyses!
were! conducted! in' silico! reducing! the! amount! of! time! taken;! for! classical!mapping! to! be!
continued,! an! F2! population! of! Landsberg! erecta! (Ler)! x! Col;0! would! be! grown! up! and!
genotyped! to! refine! the! interval! for!each!of! the!sfr!mutants.!The! large!number!of!genetic!
differences! that! exist! between! the! Col;0! and! Ler! ecotypes! could! be! used! as! markers! to!
identify!a!region!in!which!each!of!the!sfr!mutations!is!found.!!
!
The!downside!of! this!mapping!technique! is! that! it!can!take!an!extremely! long!time.! It!can!
take!many! years! to! get! from! the! EMS!mutant! to! the! gene! in!which! the!mutation! occurs,!




to!determine!an! interval! in!which!a!mutant!exists!and! fine!mapping! is!virtually! impossible!
(Knight'et'al.!2009).!!!




Another! potential! technique,! which! blends! classical! mapping! with! the! use! of! next!
generation!sequencing,! is!SHOREmapping.!Like!traditional!mapping,! it!requires!the!original!
mutant!to!be!crossed!into!another!Arabidopsis!accession!(i.e.!Ler),!an'F2'population!must!be!
obtained,! and! the! genomic! DNA! of! 500! pooled! F2! plants! that! segregate! for! freezing!
sensitivity! are! subjected! to! bulk! sequencing! via! Illumina! next! generation! sequencing!
(Schneeberger'et'al.!2009).!The!read!data!is!compared!with!the!reference!sequence,!and!the!
data!are!virtually!mapped!using!the!known!markers!existing!between!Col;0!and!Ler.!Using!
these!data,! the!SHOREmap! software! finds!an! interval! in!which!only!Col;0!DNA! is!present,!






grown! and! crossed! with! Ler! plants),! when! an! F2! population! is! achieved! the! process!
transitions! into! mapping;by;sequencing.! However,! conducting! freezing! tests! on! 2000!
individual!F2!plants!in!order!to!find!the!one!quarter!that!were!freezing!sensitive!would!be!no!




sequencing! runs! could! be! conducted! for! the! two! separate! alleles,! and! the! gene! which!
displayed!two!different!mutations!would!be!pulled!out!as!that!responsible!for!the!freezing!
! ! ! !
!
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Next! generation! sequencing! data! were! obtained,! involving! the! preparation! of! a! genomic!
DNA! library,! which! was! then! sequenced! via! the! Illumina! method.! An! entire! genome!
sequence!was!produced! for!each!of!sfr4,!sfr5,!sfr8! and!sfr9.)Due! to! the!EMS!mutagenesis!
treatment!each!of!the!sfr!mutants!was!subjected!to,!it!was!known!that!a!higher!number!of!
SNPs! would! be! present! within! the! mapping! interval! for! each! sfr'mutant! than! would! be!
causing!the!sensitive!to!freezing!phenotype.!Likewise,!there!would!also!be!benign,!naturally!
accumulated!SNPs!that!were!found!in!all!individuals!of!the!specific!Col;0!population!that!was!
used! to! generate! the! sfr! mutants.! Only! one! of! these! SNPs! would! be! responsible! for! the!
freezing!sensitivity,!however!there!would!be!a!great!number!of!silent!mutations!introduced!
into! the! genome.! There!were! a! large! number! of! false! positives! in! this! investigation,!with!
very!little!way!of!determining!what!was!a!‘legitimate’!candidate!and!what!was!not!without!
using! PCR! and! Sanger! sequencing.! A! number! of! criteria! (methods! section! 2.11.4)! were!
applied! to! the! two! mapping! methods! in! an! attempt! to! remove! as! many! of! these! false!




Illimuna! sequencing! cannot! always! provide! adequate! sequencing! depth! required! for! the!
Galaxy!method.!Regions!near!centromeres,!tandem!repeats,!and!sequences!that!occur!more!
than!once!in!different!parts!of!the!genome!can!all!reduce!the!efficiency!of!the!alignment!of!
! ! ! !
!
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Human!error! is! a!negligible! factor!using! the! command! line!method,!however! the!method!




existing!was.! Likewise,! the! criteria! of! the! command! line!method! are! biased! towards! high!
levels!of!genome!coverage;!as!part!of!the!criteria!used!in!the!command!line!method,!areas!
of!the!genome!must!have!10x!coverage!for!a!SNP!to!be!considered!legitimate.!This!resulted!
! ! ! !
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in!SNPs! that!were! found!via! the!Galaxy!method!and!were!proven! to!exist!within! the!DNA!
(e.g.,!the!sfr8!SNP!in!murus!1![MUR1])!failing!to!be!identified!via!the!command;line!method.!









MUR1! exists! did! not! display! as! much! sequence! depth! as! other! regions,! and! as! a! result!
probably!did!not!meet!the!criterion!for!genome!coverage!that!was!present!in!the!command!
line!method.!As!a!result,!a!suggestion!in!modifying!the!command!line!method!for!this!region!
of! the! genome!would! be! to! lower! the! stringency,! and! accept! regions! of! lower! coverage.!
Likewise,! the! mutation! found! in! the! sfr9! genome! sequence! was! not! identified! by! the!
command! line! method;! in! fact,! the! command! line! method! did! not! detect! any! potential!
candidates!for!sfr9.!This!was!also!the!case!for!the!re;sequenced!sfr4!data.!!
!




the! data! it! provided.! If! possible! both! SNP! identification!methods! should! be! used,! as! the!
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command! line!method! is!potentially!better!at!mapping! the! raw!NGS!data! to! the!genome.!
With!reduced!stringency!levels,!it!could!be!even!more!successful.!
Providing!the!raw!data!are!of!high!enough!quality,! the!Galaxy!and!Bowtie!online!platform!
allow!a!user!with!very! little!experience!of!bioinformatics!to!successfully! identify! legitimate!
candidates!genes!for!mutations!caused!by!SNPs.!Having!proven!that!the!Galaxy!method! is!
able! to! successfully! identify! SNPs! is! extremely! useful,! as! next! generation! sequencing! is!







T;DNA! insertional! lines,! and! throughout! the! process! it! was! discovered! that! there! were!
various! problems! that! could! occur! and! hence! hinder! progress.! Even! after! the! process! of!
genotyping!an!insert!line!(which!in!itself!can!be!time!consuming,!and!isolating!a!homozygote!























encountered!when! genotyping! the! insertional!mutants! for! the! sfr8' candidate,!MUR1.! No!
homozygote! individuals!were! successfully!obtained.!The!known!murG1'and!murG2!mutants!














not#successfully# transfer# into#vectors#on# the# first#attempt,#which#can#result# in# the#process#
becoming# time# consuming.# This#method# is# not# particularly# feasible# for# a# large# number# of#




While# extremely# useful,# the# standard# freezing# assay# is# slow# and# laborious,# and# can#
sometimes#yield#unexpected# results,# including# inconsistencies#between#repeats.#There#are#









reproducible# results,# i.e.# a# temperature# that# will# always# result# in# the# death# of# freezing#
sensitive#plants.#Likewise,#the#position#and#number#of# individual#plants#within#the#freezing#
chamber#can#have#an#extreme#effect#on#the#survival#of#plants.#sfr5#is#known#to#display#a#less##




assays! more! challenging,! as! it! was! seen! on! one! occasion! that! sfr5! survived! freezing!
conditions! that! had! been! previously! shown! to! be! lethal.! This! occurred! when! the! growth!
chamber! contained! a! larger! number! of! plants! than! usual,! suggesting! that! overcrowding!
resulted! in! raised! the! temperature! around! the! plants,! or! protected! plants! from! ice!
formation.!In!initial!investigations,!plants!were!transferred!from!a!5°C!growth!chamber!to!a!
freezing! chamber,! pre;cooled! to! ;7.5°C.! This! is! an! extremely! unnatural! situation,! and! it! is!
known!that!Arabidopsis!plants!growth!differs!between!environmental!growth!chambers!and!
an!outdoor!environment!(Mishra'et'al.!2012).!The!sudden!shock!of!such!a!substantial!drop!
could! potentially! cause!more! damage! than! a! gradual! cooling! to! this! temperature;! this! is!
something!that!has!been!shown!in!other!species!(Finkle'et'al.!1974).!Transferring!the!plant!
from! the! 5°C! growth! chamber! to! the! ;7.5°C! freezing! chamber! when! the! temperature! is!
decreasing!could!be!an!option.!
!
Edge!effects! and!differences! in! air! flow!within! the! freezing! chamber!were!a! concern,! and!
attempts!were!made) to! control! these! to! some!degree! by! randomising! plants! of! different!




outer! casing!of! the!plug,! leaving! them!exposed!when!subjected! to! freezing! temperatures.!
This!potential! root!exposure! is!not!a!situation!that!the!plants!would!experience! in!nature,!
and!as!a!result!the!damage!that!occurs!to!the!roots!may!have!a!significant!effect!upon!their!






Throughout! this! investigation! it!was! discovered! that! plants! of! different! ages! showed! that!




The! results! of! a! freezing! assay! could! be! supported! by! electrolyte! leakage! assays! (Jaglo;








of!phenotypic! investigations.!Genomic!DNA!used! for! the!genome!sequence!was!extracted!
from! seeds.! The!one!mutation! found! for! this!mutant! (via! the!Galaxy!method)! is! between!
two! genes! and! is! potentially! within! the! promoter! region! of! glucosinolate! transporter! 2!
(GTR2),!however,!it!may!be!too!far!away!from!the!closest!gene!to!have!any!effect!upon!its!
expression.!This!area!of!the!genome!was!checked!for!ESTs!and!none!were!found,!and!it!was!
verified! that! throughout! the! mapping! interval! for! this! mutant,! the! genome! sequencing!
coverage!was!complete!and!without!gaps.!As!the!mutation!causing!the!sfr9'phenotype!must!
! ! ! !
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be! within! this! interval,! there! is! very! little! that! could! be! done! with! this! mutant.! One!







thought! to! differ! from! those! seen! in! Col;0.! sfr4! has! also! been! shown! to! not! accumulate!









supplemented! media,! nor! when! seedlings! were! floated! on! various! concentrations! of!
mannitol.! These! results! indicate! that! the! freezing;sensitive! phenotype! of! sfr4! is! not!
accompanied! by! an! osmotic! sensitivity! (Warren! 1996).! ! The! use! of! compatible! solutes! to!
prevent! water! loss! from! cells! occurs! in! both! droughted! conditions! and! when! freezing! of!
plant!tissue!occurs.!As!a!result,!this!would!suggest!that!when!plants!have!been!grown!under!
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ambient! temperature! conditions,! the! freezing! and! osmotic! tolerance! of! sfr4! should! be!
equivalent!to!that!of!Col<0.!
!
It! has! been! previously! proven! in! protoplasts! that! sfr4! has! a! deficit! in! sucrose,! and! that!
supplementing! the! mutant! with! sucrose! results! in! the! restoration! of! freezing! tolerance!
(McKown% et% al.! 1996).! Using! protoplasts! is! not! always! an! accurate! representation! of! the!







The! initial! sequencing! run!provided!data! that!were!of! low!coverage! to! the!point!of!being!
unusable,! however,! even!when! the! Illumina! sequencing!was! repeated,! the! command! line!
method! was! unable! to! find! any! candidate! genes! from! the! new! data.! ! Due! to! the! late!
availability!of!the!new!data,!they!were!not!analysed!via!the!Galaxy!method.!Even!when!the!
mapping! interval! for! sfr4! was! extended,! as! the! original! interval! was! based! on! only! one!
recombinant! for! one! of! the! flanking! markers,! no! further! candidates! were! found.! It! is!
possible! that,! though!the!overall!genome!sequence!coverage!was!high,! regions!within! the!
mapping! interval! that! contained! sfr4! were! areas! that! were! under<represented! in! the!
sequencing,! and! as! a! result! the! SNP! causing! the! sfr4! mutation! could! simply! not! have!
sequenced,!or!had!so!few!reads!that!it!was!not!able!to!be!taken!as!a!confident!SNP.!!
!
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Despite! the! lack! of! candidates,!when! every! gene! in! the! sfr4! interval!was! surveyed,! none!








and! were! found! to! be! co;dominant! (Warren' et' al.! 1996);! one! allele! sfr5G1! is! the! allele!
focused!upon!in!this!experiment,!and!it!is!homozygous.!Unfortunately!sfr5G2!seeds!were!no!
longer! available! at! the! start! of! this! investigation;! if! both! alleles! had! undergone! genome!
sequencing!only!gene(s)!which!contained!SNPs!in!both!genomes!could!have!been!focussed!




when! grown! on! mannitol;supplemented! media,! but! no! more.! When! seven! days! old,!
seedlings!responded!better!than!Col;0!when!floated!in!mannitol,!and!suffered!less!chlorosis.!
sfr5!appears!more!tolerant!of!osmotic!stress!than!Col;0.!!This!was!not!the!result!expected,!








the! command! line! method.! The! two! potential! genes! found! for! this! mutation! were'
At1g15410!and!AVP1,'a!H+!translocating!inorganic!pyrophosphotase.!Through!the!use!of!one!
confirmed! homozygous! GABI;Kat! line,! it! was! found! that! an' avp1! mutant' responded! to!





there! was! enough! protein! remaining! for! it! to! be! functional,! as! none! of! the! phenotypes!




Kat! insert! lines.! Of! those! data! supplied! via! the! command;line! method,! At1g15410! is!
currently!the!only!other!prospective!candidate!for!this!mutant;!all!weaker!mutations!were!





are! enzymes! which! have! been! found! to! show! high! levels! of! similarity! to! each! other! in!
bacteria,! and! that! they! do! not! require! a! co;factor! to! function.! (Gallo! and! Knowles! 1993)!
Glutamate!racemase!catalyses!the!conversion!of!D;glutamate!to!L;glutamate,!and!vice;versa!
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(Gallo$ and$ Knowles$ 1993),$ and$ they$ do$ not$ need$ a$ co8factor$ to$ function.$ In$ bacteria,$
glutamate$ racemases$ are$ essential$ for$ cell$ biosynthesis,$ and$D8glutamate$ is$ necessary$ for$
the$ synthesis$ of$ peptidoglycan$ found$ in$ the$ cell$ wall$ (Fisch$ 2009).$ Likewise,$ aspartate$













day$ conditions.$ This$ phenotype$ was$ seen$ under$ ambient$ conditions,$ with$ no$ potential$
causes$ of$ stress.$ Flowering$ and$ freezing$ sensitivity$ phenotypes$ often$ appear$ in$ the$ same$
mutant;! sfr6$ is$ known$ to$ flower$ later$ than$ Col80,$ due$ to$ reduced$ expression$ of$ genes$
involved$in$the$photoperiodic$flowering$pathway$(Knight!et!al.$2008).$$It$is$likely$that$there$
are$ links$ between$ the$ flowering$ time$ pathway$ and$ freezing$ tolerance.$ One$ gene,$ Long$
Vegetative$Phase$1$ (LOV1),$ links$ freezing$ tolerance$ to$ flowering$ time$and,$when$mutated,$
results$in$delayed$flowering$under$long$day$conditions$(Yoo!et!al.$2007).$LOV1$is$a$plant8$
! ! ! !
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specific! NAC;domain! transcription! factor,! which! has! been! shown! to! negatively! regulate!




Regulated! 15a! (COR15A)' and! KIN1.! In! the! lov1G4! mutant,! COR15A! was! down;regulated,!
however!KIN1!was!unaffected,!suggesting!LOV1!is!not!required!for!KIN1!expression.! It!was!
theorised!that!LOV1!may!bind!to!the!CRT/DRE!of!COR!genes.!Another!late!flowering!mutant!
is! High! Expression! of! Osmotically! Responsive! Genes! 9! (HOS9).' HOS9! encodes! a!
homeodomain! transcription! factor,! and! it! is! suggested! to! be! responsible! for! constitutive!
freezing! tolerance,! as! hos1! mutants! are! more! sensitive! to! freezing! before! and! after!
acclimation!(Zhu'et'al.!2004).!!
!
Of! the! sfr8! candidate! genes,! At3g50910! was! proven! to! not! be! the! cause! of! the! sfr8!
mutation.! Two! confirmed! homozygous! SALK! lines! were! tested! for! expression! levels! and!
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GDP;L;fucose,! a! precursor! of! L;fucose! (Bonin' et' al.! 1997).! L;fucose! is! present! in!
glycoproteins!and!polysaccharides!found!in!the!plant!cell!wall.!Previously!generated!MUR1!
EMS!mutations,!mur1G1,'mur1G2! and!mur1G3!were! used! in! this! investigation! (Reiter' et' al.!
1993).!mur1G1'and'mur1G2'are!extremely! similar;! both! show! less! than!2%!of! the! L;fucose!
seen! in! Col;0! plants! in! aerial! tissues,! but! only! a! reduction! to! 40%!of! Col;0! levels! in! roots!







this! substitution! may! function! under! normal! conditions,! under! freezing! conditions! the!
structural!differences!between!the!two!compounds!may!cause!the!cell!wall!to!weaken!and!
fail.!mur1G3!reacts!to!freezing!in!a!similar!way!to!Col;0,!!suggesting!that!if!the!plant!is!able!to!
synthesise!some!L;fucose!but!not!to!the!normal! level!seen! in! !Col;0!plants,! the!cell!wall! is!
still!functional!under!normal!conditions.!
!
The!missense!mutation! introduced! into!MUR1' in! sfr8! is!G! to!A,!which! is! characteristic! of!
EMS!mutations.! The! SNP! corresponds! to! an! already!existing!mur1!mutant,!mur1G4,!which!
has!been!previously!described!as!having!an!extremely!low!L;fucose!content!compared!to!the!
Col;0!control,!proving!that!this!exact!amino!acid!substitution!has!a!detrimental!effect!on!the!
function!of! this!protein.! ! The!area!of! the!gene! in!which! the!mutation!occurs! is! extremely!






There!are!a!number!of!experiments! that!could!be!conducted! to!either!confirm!or! remove!
MUR1! as! a! candidate! for! sfr8.! The! most! obvious! of! these! would! be! to! supplement! the!
growth!media!of!sfr8!seedlings!throughout!their!growth,!then!subsequently!subject!them!to!
a! freezing!assay.! If! this! restored! freezing! tolerance! in! the!adult!plants,! it!would! implicates!
that!MUR1'is'sfr8.!There!are!also!a!number!of!phenotypes!that!are!associated!with!the!mur1'
mutants!that!have!not!yet!been!verified!to!exist!within!sfr8.!The!freezing!sensitivity!has!been!
confirmed,! but! would! need! to! be! repeated! for! true! reliability;! furthermore,! electrolyte!
leakage! tests!would! be! a! useful! addition! in! comparing! the! two.! The! flowering! phenotype!






of! a! complete! MUR1! knockout! (Bonin' et' al.! 1997),! an! RNAi! knockdown! may! be! more!
appropriate.!Due!to!the!deficit!of!L;fucose!caused!by!the!mur1!mutation,!growing!on!media!
containing!fucose!restores!the!phenotype!of!the!mur1!mutants!(Freshour'et'al.!2003),!and!
this! is! something! that!could!be!attempted!with!sfr8!and!could!strengthen!the!case!of! this!
candidate!being!responsible!for!the!freezing!tolerance!deficit!in!sfr8.!!
mur1G1' and' mur1G2! mutants! have! slightly! weaker! inflorescences! and! stems! than! normal!
plants;!this!was!not!something!that!was!confirmed!in!sfr8!due!to!the!fact!that!when!plants!




seed.! There! is! also! a! greater! internode! length! in' mur1! plants! compared! to! Col;0.! This! is!








The! results! for!DIN6! expression! suggest! that! sfr8! is! hypersensitive! to! sugars! (figure!3.26),!
which!could!correspond!with!the!hypersensitivity!sucrose!signals!that!have!previously!been!














were! verified! to! exist! within! the! DNA! of! the! sfr( mutant! to! which! they! corresponded.!
Throughout!the!course!of!this!investigation,!more!information!has!been!gathered!about!the!
responses! of! several! of! the! sfr! mutants! to! different! abiotic! factors.! For! one,! it! has! been!
confirmed!that!none!of!the!three!mutations!tested!affect!the!CBF!pathway.!While! it!could!
be!argued!that!a!gene!downstream!of!the!CBFs!could!be!knockedEout!in!the!sfr!mutants!,!it!
is! unlikely! that! one! defective! COR! gene! would! result! in! the! complete! loss! of! freezing!
tolerance!seen!in!the!sfr!mutants.!!The!CBFs!are!the!bestEknown!factor!involved!in!freezing!
tolerance,!however! they!may!only!control!12%!of! the!cold! induced! transcriptome! (Fowler!

















proven! to! exist! at! the! exact! same! base! change! as! that! seen! in! sfr8;! further! tests! on! the!
known(mur1!EMS!mutants!with!regard!to!their!freezing!sensitivity!is!strongly!recommended.!!
!
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